ACTION IN THE MUNICIPALITIES OF YUGRA
Beloyarsky District
One of the priorities of the administration of Beloyarsk District is the
implementation of environmental measures aimed at improvement of the
system of environmental education, raise of ecological culture level of the
population, as well as education and promotion respect for the nature among
the younger generation.
For this purpose, the municipality conducts annually environmental
protection and environmental education events devoted to the International
Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve".
Plan of the major events in Beloyarsky District dedicated to the XIV-th International
Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" is approved by the Decree of Beloyarsky District
Administration of April 5, 2016 under No. 346.
The solemn opening ceremony of the events dedicated to the IEA "To Save and To
Preserve" was held at the Palace of Children (Youth) Creativity in the Beloyarsky town.
About 175 people attended the opening ceremony. On the territory of the municipal district
within the period of the International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve", it was
conducted 72 events, 57 of which were environmental education events (conferences, forums,
environmental marathons, seminars, round table discussions, environmental lessons, exhibitions,
performances, festivals, quizzes, holidays, etc.), 15 events were of environmental protection
orientation (labor eco-events, Saturday volunteer cleanup events on landscaping and gardening,
planting trees, alleys of graduates, etc.).
For the sixth year in a row, the city conducts the open contest for fishing, "Fisherman
Day!". Contests were organized and conducted at the nature conservation area - the lake
“Svetloye”.
The main goal of the contest is a formation and education of ecological culture of the
population (Fishermen), as well as promotion of healthy lifestyle and active leisure in nature,
introduction to amateur fishing by lawful means.
The contestants of Beloyarsky District participated in a number of events of all-Russian
level.
The Children All-Russian Literary and Creativity Contest "The world of wilderness"
within the framework of international campaign "March for Parks":
1. Rostislav Krasnov, 12 years old, 2nd place, the natural park "Numto", Beloyarsky
town, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra;
2. Arina Akhunova, 16 years old, 3rd place, the natural park "Numto", Beloyarsky town,
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra;
3. Liubov Bogdanchikova, 11 years old, 3rd place, the natural park "Numto", Beloyarsky
town, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra;
4. Polina Chavina, 14 years old, 3rd place, the natural park "Numto", Beloyarsky town,
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra;
Alexander Chibulaev, 10 years old, 3rd place, the natural park "Numto", Beloyarsky
town, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra.

The total number of participants in the environmental protection and environmental
education events was about 8,200 people, including children, teenagers, youth of about 4,620
people.
Beloyarsky information center "Kvadrat" covered the events in electronic and print
media.
Number of publications in the print media - 6 publications, aired television programs - 7
releases.
Information on environmental protection and environmental education events are also
available on the website of local governments in the Internet.
In 2016, among the special achievements of the municipality in the field of
environmental protection can be attributed:
1) construction of two facilities for placing the solid municipal (household) waste:
- The landfill for disposal of solid waste in the settlement of Sorum of Beloyarsky
District (date of municipal contract conclusion: May 28, 2015, commissioning of facilities - 4th
quarter of 2016);
- The landfill for disposal of municipal solid waste in the village of Polnovat of
Beloyarsky District (date of municipal contract conclusion: May 29, 2015, commissioning of
facilities - 4th quarter of 2016);
2) development of design documentation for the project "Recultivation of the authorized
landfill territory for municipal solid waste in the village of Polnovat of Beloyarsky District;
3) recognition of Beloyarsky District as a winner of the regional contest "The Best
Environment-Oriented Municipality of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra" in the
nomination " The Best Municipality - Environment-Oriented Municipal District" under results of
the year 2015.
Berezovsky District
Within the framework of the International Ecological Action "To Save
and To Preserve", the municipal district held the following environmental
events: Saturday volunteer cleanup events on cleaning of settlements: streets,
squares and parks, local areas; cleaning the territories of enterprises and
organizations, water protection zones adjacent to the settlements of forests;
planting trees, bushes, flowers in the gardens, parks, surrounding areas of
enterprises and organizations, laying and designing the alleys of graduates; school youth groups
works in all settlements during the summer months.
Environmental education events are not limited to the scope of the IEA "To Save and To
Preserve" and are held throughout the year. The event was attended by children aged from 3 to
18 years old.
It was conducted the following environmental events: lessons, round table discussions,
seminars, etc: “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!”, "Water is life", "Drop and drop laid up
will be the sea”, "Love your land", "Migratory friends", "Birds of our forests", "Surrounding
nature of our land", "Journey into the world of plants", "Our common home - the Earth, "We
love our land", "By the footsteps of the animals", "The Earth is a teardrop on the cheek of the
universe", creative game "Forest and its inhabitants", Environmental hour "Protect the forest
against fire", Environmental hour of questions and answers "Let’s protect Yugra forests".
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The contest "Clean settlement" is held among the administrations of city and village
settlements of the district each year. It is evaluated cleanliness of streets, parks, squares, house
adjacent areas, availability and timely cleaning of garbage cans, cleanliness of rest places and
water protection zones, etc.
It has become a good tradition twice a year, in spring and autumn, to devote some days
for planting trees and bushes. The residents between the ages of 5 to 80 years old participate in
such events. Everyone understands the importance and significance of such events. As a result,
thousands of saplings of conifers and deciduous trees planted. Planting material is provided by
forestry employees.
All enterprises and organizations of the District without exception are involved in the
Saturday volunteer cleanup events.
Every year, the events of the International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve"
are attended by more than 20% of the total population of the District. Already, on the 1st of July
2016, this figure was 21%.
For the second year in a row, there are difficulties with cleaning of the water protection
zones of settlements in our District. This is due to high water levels in rivers during the spring summer period.
The regional media (newspaper "Life of Yugra", author’s TV channel "Berezovo", radio
station "Igrim") covers all the environmental events held in the District.
Kogalym Town
Within the period of the Action from 12th to 5th of June 2016, it was
held 731 environmental protection and environmental education events.
Environmental protection events are held in the town throughout the year, by
the town businesses and educational institutions, which significantly increase
the development of environmental awareness and culture among the younger
generation.
Many events within the Action have already become traditional. There is participation in
the All-Russian Forest Planting Campaign, participation of the town delegation in the AllRussian Scientific-Practical Conference "Environmental education and enlightenment for
sustainable development" with preparation of reports and presentations; environmental
campaigns and Saturday volunteer cleanup events for cleaning and landscaping of school
territories, where teachers and students involved; environmental lessons and excursions.
Within the framework of the International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve",
it was conducted 373 Saturday volunteer cleanup events in Kogalym town.
It was conducted cleaning the town areas, town forests, including school and yard
territories.
844 trees, 15 bushes and 27,238 flowers were planted in Kogalym town, in spite of the
weather conditions in the area equivalent to the Far North. The area of the greened territory was
71,600 m2.
8,604 people, including 2095 children, teenagers and young people, attended the events
for planting trees and flowers.
Teams of town enterprises are regularly carried out Saturday volunteer cleanup events in
the town, allocated forest areas and enterprise areas. There is a scheme of allocation of areas for
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cleaning by the town enterprises and structural subdivisions of "LUKOIL - West Siberia" LLC.
Sanitary cleaning of the town is carried out according to this scheme.
It is performed cleaning the territory for mass recreation of residents of the town, located
in the southern part of the town border 2.5 km to the southwest of the apartment house at the
address: Kogalym, Prospect Schmidta, 12, in the watershed of Inguyagun and Cyril-Vysyagun.
The total area of the cleaned territory covers 232 hectares. Volume of exported waste to
the landfills was 864 m3.
It was conducted environmental education events: conferences, seminars, exhibitions,
festivals, round table discussions and other events dedicated to the ecology and environmental
protection issues. The main purpose is to promote environmental awareness and formation of
ecological culture among the population, inform the public about the state of affairs in the field
of environmental safety and environment condition, as well as education and training of the
citizen able to think environmentally.
On May 12, the Day of Environmental Education in all educational institutions, it was
carried out environmental protection and ecological education events on ecology and
environmental protection issues in order to mainstream the environmental knowledge in all
sciences and all fields of human activity, education of love, caring attitude towards the nature,
formation of understanding the healthy lifestyles, development of creative abilities of
schoolchildren and preschoolers. There were a variety of environmental events that were both
educational and practical; exhibitions, conferences and children's art contest on the theme of
nature conservation.
In order to identify, develop and support the talented children and formation of the
environmental culture at younger generation in all educational institutions, it was conducted the
environmental events within the framework of the 5th District-wide ecological marathon "My
Yugra - My Planet". 700 environmental events were conducted, which were attended by all
students of educational institutions, institutions for supplementary education and pupils of preschool educational institutions, the parent community, experts of environmental protection
services and public associations of the town, it was more than 11 000 people.
The MBU "Central Town Library" within the period from 21st of May to 4th of June
organized the Environmental Exhibition "Colourful Planet", which presented the literature on the
structure of the universe and our Earth, the phenomena of nature, flora and fauna, about the
world that surrounds us . The 28 people attended the event. The Children's Library conducted the
open-air summer event "A friendly little family with a book on the bench", where an exhibition
of books was organized, the contents of which spoke about the environmental risks of our planet.
It was reminded the rules of conduct in the forest, introduced to the Red Data Book, presented a
slide presentation "Wonders of Nature". 16 people participated in the event.
The municipal institution "KDK “Art Holiday” conducted a quiz "Forest is the life” as a
part of the school-leaving parties for children from pre-school educational institutions, in which
45 people participated. 40 people attended the event "Clean Town" on cleaning debris from the
fountains and the surrounding area in the amusement park during the period from XVI-th of May
up to May 29.
May 17-21, the schoolchildren in conjunction with the sponsored organizations and
members of the volunteer club “DOBROvolets” and VPK “Vozrozhdeniye”, municipal
institution “MKC "Phoenix" took part in the event "Alleys of graduates" within the framework of
the International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve". The guys planted 320 trees.
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During the period of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve", 302 environmental education events and 429 environmental protection events, which
involved 16,613 people, including 9,413 children, teenagers, and young people, were conducted
in the educational institutions, organizations of Kogalym town.
All town environmental events were widely covered by the local mass media. The
television program "Evening News", information videos in relation to the main events of the
Action went on the air, article in the local newspaper "Kogalym Vestnik" were printed,
information and audios were announced on the radio station "Radio-Yugra". Information posted
on the websites of educational institutions and websites of the Administration of Kogalym Town.
Kondinsky District
Within the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To
Save and To Preserve", the institutions of education, culture and youth policy
of the District carried out 665 cultural events, in which 17,728 people,
including 14,828 children, teenagers, young people took part.
Traditionally, it was conducted informative and game programs, talks,
quizzes, exhibitions of children's drawings, posters, Saturday volunteer
cleanup events, creative workshops, as well as show of environmental videos
based on the institutions within the framework of the Action. The cultural institutions hold the
environmental events, conduct propaganda for conservation and enhancement of natural
resources of our region throughout the year. Cleaning and landscaping of urban and rural
settlements in the District is conducted several times a year, it is organized Saturday volunteer
cleanup events, it is involved the young eco-volunteer teams.
In the District Palace of Culture "Konda" in the settlement of Mezhdurechensky within
the framework of the IX-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" as a part
of the weekend club during the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve" based on the MUK RDKI "Konda", it was held the following environmental events,
entertaining and game programs - 2, attendance - 42 persons, creative workshop - 1, attendance 18 persons. 15 sessions of environmental videos was shown within the District-wide cinema
campaigns "Green cinema" before the children's film screenings provided by AU "Ugorsky
Kinoprokat" of Khanty-Mansiysk city, their attendance was 865 people, including 465 children.
On the basis of Mortkinskaya Secondary School, it was held the District ecological
scientific-practical conference for schoolchildren "To Save and To Preserve" and a contest of
environmental arts "The World in Your Hands", which was attended by 59 schoolers s and 30
teachers participated from 8 educational institutions. At the conference, it was held the opening
ceremony of the District action "To Save and To Preserve".
On the basis of Leushinskaya and Mulymskaya Secondary Schools, it was held the
District-wide game program for schoolers of grade 4-5 "Come into the forest with friend", which
was attended by 8 teams from 7 educational institutions, the total number of participants was 42
schoolers. The specialists KU "Uraysky Forestry", "Kondinsky Forestry" and the specialists of
cultural institutions were involved to the events conduction.
On the territory of the municipality, it was carried out the campaigns "Order and
Cleanliness", under which basis the following events were organized: conduct of labor events on
cleaning and greening of school grounds, gardens, events (active form) with the pupils on
healthy lifestyle, meetings of senior schoolers with the representatives of administrations,
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representatives of the executive committees of urban and rural settlements of the District in
relation to consider the issues on landscaping, greening the settlement territories, monuments and
obelisks to fallen soldiers, observance of order and cleanliness in the settlements, performance of
mentor and volunteer work for categories of citizens in need of assistance on the landscaping and
cleaning the house adjoining territories. The event was attended by 2,500 schoolers.
On the basis of the "Center for supplementary education", it was summed up the results
of the qualifying stage of the District-wide contest of environmental leaflets "Let’s Preserve the
Nature and Culture of the Peoples of Yugra". The qualifying stage was attended by 56 works of
schoolers of grade 1-11 from 7 educational institutions. Works of the winners of the qualifying
stage were directed to participate in the District-wide contest.
15 educational institutions of Kondinsky District carried out the campaigns "Alley of
graduates" dedicated to the celebration of the Farewell Bell Day, which was attended by 456
people.
The environmental event "Guardians of Nature" with 81 participants from 12 educational
institutions of the District was held on the basis of health improvement and education (profile) of
center "Yubiliyny".
There is participation of educational institutions in the District in the District-wide
environmental marathon "My Yugra - My Planet". At the end of the marathon, the educational
institutions prepared a presentation (application - presentation "Ecological Passport of Yugra 2016"). An emblem of the District Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" (the author the teacher for supplementary education N.Yu. Goncharova) was developed.
Also, annually, the collectives of organizations of all forms of ownership took active part
in the events on gardening and cleaning the surrounding area from debris in addition to the
environmental and educational events. In 2016, it was planted 2000 roots of flowering plants in
open ground on the territory adjacent to the building of the Palace of Culture withion area of 200
m2 .
The total number of planted trees was 7, 320 bushes and flowers.
On May 12, 2016, at the opening ceremony of the Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve" by the Municipal Public Institution "Cultural and recreational association
"Constellation of Konda" in settlement of Kondinskoe, it was carried out an environmental
adventure educational program "Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!". The program focuses on
the children's audience, fostering respect for the nature from an early age. Children were able to
consolidate the friendly relations skills to nature, to expand their knowledge of the biological
diversity of the planet. The volunteer event "Clean Forest" was held on 13th of May, the
volunteers and members of the material support cleaned places for recreation “Kurtova Poliana”.
The contest program "Dad, Mom ans I is an environmentally-oriented family" was conducted on
May 26.
The ecological bike ride organized by the employees of MBU " Cultural and recreational
Center", settlement of Mortka, which gathered young people and teenagers for participation in
the ecological marathon to support the ecological vehicles and to celebrate the World
Environment Day was the most interesting event.
The participants of the bike ride consider that their example will draw attention to
environmental issues as the cars compared with other vehicles causes the most significant
damage to the ecological condition of the settlement.
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17 events were prepared and conducted in municipal public institution "Center for
Culture and Youth", settlement of Kuminsky, within the framework of the XIV-th International
Ecological Action" To Save and To Preserve " from May 12 to June 5, 2016.
Every year within the framework of the Action "To Save and To Preserve" in the village
of Leushi, it is organized the eco-volunteer teams for planting trees on the Akh River bank. The
eco-volunteer teams involved the guys from the youth labor team, public council, council of
veterans and children of leisure club "Ostrovitiane". It is carried out the garbage collection,
cleaning the bank zone, hanging the posters. Posters are drawn by the children from leisure club,
for example "Have a rest - take away the garbage", "Do not litter, where you rest", "Take care of
the native nature", etc.
On May 12, 2016, the Village Culture Centre of the settlement of Listvennichny
conducted the educational program "Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!".
The educational program was held for kids in two parts. The first part showed
representation "Save Life on the Earth", through which the children learned the environmental
problems of our Earth, what was an appeal to the younger generation, to protect their land and
preserve its wealth.
Langepas Town
164 environmental protection and environmental education events was
conducted during the Action, which was attended by 11,450 people. On May
14, 2016 in Langepas town, it was held a solemn opening ceremony of the
XIV-th Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve". The Action was
opened by the Affairs Manager of Langepas Town Administration A.S.
Anisimov. After the solemn opening ceremony of the XIV-th Ecological
Action "To Save and To Preserve", the participants started the cleaning of the
allocated territories in the forest zone. The Saturday volunteer cleanup event was attended by the
Langepas town administration, public organizations, college students, and educational
institutions.
430 people participated the town Saturday volunteer cleanup event. The forest-park and
bank zone of Kayukovskaya channel was cleaned from trash.
On May 21, 2016 in Langepas town, it was held a solemn opening ceremony of the
campaign "Spring Arbor Days". The campaign "Spring Arbor Days" was opened by the Affairs
Manager of the Langepas Town Administration Andrei Serafimovich Anisimov, the Head of the
Department of Environment, Natural Resources and Non-Primary Economic Sector the
Langepas Town Administration Dmitry Viktorovich Bokash. The opening ceremony was
attended by the public organizations, college students, representatives of sports institutions,
employees of the Prosecutor’s Office of Langepas town and Langepas town administration.
After the opening ceremony of the campaign, the participants started planting the trees.
Planting the tree saplings is performed on the "Alley of Victory" in the public garden
"Globus". The college students participating in this campaign planted the pines.
Also, tree planting was carried out on the territory adjacent to the building of the
Langepas town administration, on the territory adjacent to the sports facilities, on the territory
adjacent to the center “Fortuna”. The public organizations, representatives of sports institutions,
employees of the Prosecutor’s Office of Langepas town and Langepas town administration took
participation in this campaign.
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50 trees and bushes were planted on adjacent territories in the different micro-district of
town. Also, employees of budget institution "Municipal Enterprise of Water and Heat Supply
and Waste Water Treatment" and budget institution "Motor Vehicle Administration" planted 150
trees.
The city Langepas educational institutions Rally
The campaign "Alley of graduates" took place on the territories of the Langepas town
schools. It was planted 115 birch and rowan tree saplings.
About 450 saplings of trees and bushes were planted within the framework of the
campaign "Spring Arbor Days", which was attended by about 830 people.
All educational institutions conducted common lessons and events on the theme
“Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!”. Such events carried out for the purpose to establish
ecological culture. The schools held class hours, quizzes "Soil - the Living Earth", "The
wonderful nature is full of mysteries", event "Rubbish is the planet enemy", "Seeds", "Garden on
the window", tours "Where the plants grow better". The pre-school educational institutions
carried out experiments, entertainments, talks and presentations.
The schools held drawing contests: "We are friends of nature", "World of Nature", "We
want the nature not to suffer from the people", photo exhibition-contest "Man and Nature".
The book exhibitions "From the ecology of nature to the ecology of the soul", "Let's save
nature together", "Take care of the green world, be the idol for animals!", "Sprig of
environmental knowledge" were prepared. The campaigns "Green Area", "There has to be a
tree", "Ode to the Siberian soil", "By unknown paths" were conducted.
The campaign "Waste paper, give up!" was held in Langepas town. Such campaign was
organized by A.A. Yerofeyev, the General Director of "Universal Siberian Company" LLC.
The town schools took active participation in the campaign.
On May 27, the quiz "Environmental traffic light" was held for schoolers of 5th grades.
The main objective of environmental education is to awaken the children's love to nature and a
sense of responsibility for it. The development of environmental culture is formed at children in
school hours and during extracurricular events.
The pre-school educational institutions conducted eco-lessons: "Mobile technology for
environment", “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!”. There was the contest of leaflets "Protect
the environment". A special exhibition "The natural world of flowering plants", "Wonders of
paper" was held.
For pupils of preschools, it was organized the quizzes "How to behave in nature", "Signs,
reminding the rules of behavior in nature", "Kaleidoscope of Nature", "Know-All", the game "Be
Your Own Doctor", music and sporting event "Journey to the fairytale forest". It was prepared
the theatrical performance "On the walk".
The pupils of town schools participated in the International Youth Ecological Forum
"One Planet - One Future!". Langepas town was represented by: Fayzullo Dzhuraev (pupil of the
secondary school No. 1), Elizabeth Kudina (pupil of the secondary school No. 4), Irina
Shapovalova (pupil of the secondary school No. 5) and Daria Sergeevna Tyulyupa (team leader,
expert of LG MKU "UODOMS"), the town team was actively involved in all program events of
the forum, the projects of schoolers were highly appreciated by the contest experts. The Projects
of Fayzullo Dzhuraev- "Such a simple - not simple mineral" and Irina Shapovalova - "Life
among cars" entered the top five socially significant environmental projects.
The District-wide contest "Ecologist of Yugra" was attended by 8 teachers.
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The educational institutions took part in the international campaign "March for Parks –
2016". 7 contests were held in the framework of the campaign. According to the results of the
reader contest "We devode verses to the nature of our land" Anna Kochegarova, the pupil of the
secondary school No. 5, became a winner in the nomination "7-10 years old".
The town educational institutions distributed the campaign materials among the town
residents. Booklet-memos were prepared.
The Langepas Polytechnic College conducted the environmental-orientated events: class
hours, lectures. Also, the students and teachers took an active part in planting trees, layout of
flower beds on the territory of industrial workshops and college.
The art department of Langepas preschool institution "Children's Art School” held the
exhibition of paintings "Nature through the Eyes of Children". The concert and thematic event
"Earth - Our Home!" was held in the concert hall of Langepas preschool institution "Children's
Art School”.
The educational institutions held exhibitions of creative works (paintings, handicrafts
made of natural and trashy material) "To Save and To Preserve", "Our Planet - the Earth".
It was organized the contests of newspapers and posters "Let's protect our Earth!", class
hours "Let’s Save the Nature", tournaments of connoisseurs "Forest Ecology", quizzes
"Environmental traffic light", "Yugra - Our Common Home". Also the conference "Ecological
problems, forecasts and projects of Yugra" and defense of the environmental projects
"Environmental problems of the town" was carried out in the schools.
The kindergartens conducted the environmental holidays "Soil – the Living Earth", "Who
make the soil?","Composition of Langepas Soil", "Kingdom of Earth", "Russian Birch", "On a
visit to the grandfather pedologist". The quiz "Connoisseurs of Nature" took place. The
exhibition of children's drawings: "Nature Through the Eyes of Children", "Bloom, my Langepas
town!". Experiments "Loose Sand", "Is air in the soil?" were conducted. Exhibition of
handicrafts made of natural and trashy materials "The Second Life of Things!".
In addition to participating in contests, the town educational institutions distributed the
campaign materials among the town residents. They were prepared booklets "Protection of
Forests Against Fire", "Forest - the Lungs of Our Planet", "Protect the environment!", memos
"How to Behave in the Forest".
The budget institution of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra "Rehabilitation
Center for Children and Adolescents with Disabilities "Anastasia" held an environmental
educational event for minors "Soils of Our Region".
The budget institution "Multifunctional Center" held a drawing contest "Langepas - My
Little Motherland" among children of employees of the budget institution "Multifunctional
Center", as well as some stories about conduction of the XIV-th International Action "To Save
and To Preserve" were broadcasted in the budget institution "Multifunctional Center".
Employees of the center “Fortuna” conducted the campaign with the participation of
representatives of the national public town organizations "Fairy Tale Town - Dream Town!".
Within the framework of the campaign, birch saplings were planted on the territory adjacent to
the center “Fortuna” and Saturday volunteer cleanup events were carried out.
Workers of budget institutions "Sports Complex" held the volunteer cleanup event on
preparation of sports venues for the summer period - the territory of the Palace of Sports, hockey
courts, sports hall for mini football, sports center with universal gym, sports and fitness complex
"Vityaz", tennis court, ski lodge, central stadium, ski trail, sports complex "Neftianik".
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Employees of sports complex "VSK Dolphin" held the volunteer cleanup event on the territory
of water-sports complex "Dolphin", water sports and fitness complex "Dolphin".
The number of the Action’s participants increased every year, which is a positive factor
in the development of environmental education of the population of our town.
Megion Town
Within the period from May to June 2016, the urban District Megion
town took an active part in the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To
Save and To Preserve", which has already become traditional for the town's
population.
In order to organize the events undertaken within the framework of the
XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve", before the
beginning of the Action and within the period of its implementation, it was
held three organizational committee under the Deputy Town Mayor for Social Policy and with
participation of the Department for Social Policy of the Megion Town Administration, which
was the curator of the Action in the Megion town, the Chief of the Division for Educational
Work of the Board for Education and Youth Policy of the Department for Social Policy of
Megion Town Administration, the Chief of the Division of Culture of the Department for Social
Policy of Megion Town Administration, Chief of the Board for Information Policy of Megion
Town Administration, the Chief of the Division for Work with Public Organizations and Appeals
of Citizens of Megion Town Administration, the Deputy Chief of the Territorial Board of
Megion Forestry Division of the Department of Environment, Natural Resources and NonPrimary Economic Sector of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra, the Chief of
the Housing and Utility Sector of Megion Town Administration, the Director General of the
Open Joint Stock Company "Housing and Utility Board", the Director General of the Joint Stock
Company "Town electric networks", the Director of the municipal youth autonomous institution
"Start" A. L. Izmailov.
Based on the Decree of the Government of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District –
Yugra of March 11, 2016 under No. 110-rp "On the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To
Save and To Preserve", it was issued a Decree of the Megion town administration of May 06,
2016 under No. 124 "On carrying out the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and
To Preserve" on the territory of the Urban District Town of Megion in 2016", which approved
the plan of arrangements for the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve".
Particular attention was paid to environmental education and inculcation of respect for
the nature (fauna and flora), as well for preservation of the cultural heritage of different nations,
in particular small-numbered peoples of Yugra.
The educational and environmental protection events shall focus on preschoolers, school
children and adolescents, because they will take the baton of the environment protection and
preservation of human culture.
At the opening ceremony of the Action, which was attended by residents of Megion
town, students and pupils of educational institutions, it was determined the planned actions,
established the target criteria and outlined the main directions of the Action. The XIV-th
International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" started in Megion with the Saturday
volunteer cleanup event and planting trees. This year it was held under the slogan “Preserve soil
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- Save life on the Earth!”. The opening ceremony, which was held in the public garden devoted
to the 500-millionth ton of oil, was attended by the heads of the municipality, representatives of
enterprises and organizations, Fund of Town Development "We are together", members of the
local branch of the party "United Russia", schoolchildren and all other indifferent Megionresidents. For active participation in social environmental events in 2015, the Town Mayor
awarded letter of thanks to the leaders and teams of JSC "Town electric networks", Joint Stock
Company "Housing and Utility Board", budget institution "Municipal Enterprise of Water and
Heat Supply and Waste Water Treatment", municipal youth autonomous institution "Start",
educational institution "Secondary School No. 9", educational institution "Secondary School No.
1", preschool educational institution "Kindergarten No. 5 “Krepysh”, preschool educational
institution "Kindergarten No. 3 “Lastochka”, budget institution "Centralized Library System”,
municipal autonomous institution "Regional historical, cultural and ecological center", municipal
autonomous institution "Palace of Arts" and the territorial division of Megion Forestry. After the
official part of the solemn opening of the Action, the participants received the route sheets and
went to clean up the bank territory of the Saima River within the town campaign "Clean beach Pure Water".
At the same time, the employees of the budget institution "Centralized Library System"
planted 20 saplings of lilac near its building and the pupils of the educational institution
"Secondary School No. 3 and volunteers planted 45 bird cherry trees and laid the "Alley of good
works". Events continued by the town-wide picnic.
According to the plan the arrangements for the XIV-th International Ecological Action
"To Save and To Preserve", the residents of Megion town took part in the municipal stage of the
District-wide ecological marathon "My Yugra - My Planet". This event was started with the
solemn opening ceremony, which was attended by the representatives of local governments. The
pupils of preschool educational institutions and students of educational institutions performed the
concert numbers on environmental issues. Within the framework of ecological marathon, it was
conducted 641 information and educational events, 305 art and aesthetic events of direction, 212
environmental and practical events.
Within the framework of the Action, it was held municipal stage of contest of
environmental leaflets "Let’s Preserve the Nature and Culture of the Nations of Yugra", which
was attended by the children and adolescents of Megion town. At the end of the contest, the best
works were sent to participation in the regional stage.
Municipal stage of the regional contest "Ecologist of Yugra" was attended by the
specialists of the environmental agencies. Also the District-wide stage of the contest was
attended by the Head of the school forestry "Sobol" of the educational institution "Secondary
School No. 7" V.I. Kaipov, who won this contest in the category of "Representatives of the
associations operating in the environmental field" and pupil of 11 of Secondary School No. 7 and
a member of the school forestry "Sobol" Karina Petrenko was awarded a diploma for active
participation in the environmental movement of Yugra and achievement of high results
following the participation in the county, national and international contests.
It was conducted the campaign "Alley of graduates", which was attended by 516
graduates of grade 9-11 of educational institutions, 224 parents of the graduates. As a result of
the campaigns, it was planted 12 pines, 16 birches, 5 aspens, 13 cedars, 21 lilac bushes, 41 rowan
bushes, 9 apple trees, 40 bird cherry trees in the territories adjacent to the educational
institutions.
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The eco-volunteer teams consisting of 223 students of educational institutions, held 47
events within the District-wide environmental protection campaign "Clean Forest" to clean up
debris from the Megion town territories.
As part of the District-wide cinema campaigns "Green Cinema", environmentallyoriented films were shown for the town dwellers during 7 days.
The staff of the Territorial Division of Megion Forestry held lectures in educational
institutions, which were attended by 407 children, it was conducted a contest of visual firefighting agitation.
As part of the All-Russian Forest Planting Day, it was held a solemn event devoted to the
grand opening of the campaign "Spring and Autumn Arbor Days", which was carried out on the
basis of the municipal autonomous institution "Palace of Arts", where the staff of the Territorial
Division of Megion Forestry symbolically handed over a young birch sapling to the children,
which together with other 75 saplings were planted in the Megion town. The event was attended
by educational groups, pupils of town schools, representatives of administration and Megion
Forestry. On the same day, the employees of the Joint Stock Company "Town electric networks"
and the Housing and Utility Board of the Megion town administration involved in greening of
industrial areas. In addition, the "Victory Lane" was laid on the territory of the Urban District
Megion Town; the Territorial Division – Megion Forestry held a large-scales event on public
involvement in forest planting. The main event within the framework of the All-Russian Forest
Planting Day was held in the Pokachi District Forestry (sq. 227, plot 19). The pupils of the
educational institution “Secondary School No. 6” took part in the "Spring Arbor Days". The
children decorated the territory of their school and micro-district named after Vasily Ivanovich
Antonenko with rowan saplings. Employees of the district forestry and public institution
"Megion Leskhoz" prepared 246 saplings – wildings, including 30 rowan trees, 15 birches, 200
cedars, 1 large-sized spruce.
During the Action "To Save and To Preserve", people of Megion town joined the ecopatriotic campaigns "Victory Forest", which was held within the framework of the 71st
anniversary of the Victory of the Soviet People over the Fascist Invaders. The official opening of
the campaign was held in the concert hall of the school No. 9. It was attended by the Head of
Megion Town Oleg Deineka, District Duma Deputy Assistant A. V. Andreev, the Executive
Director of the Fund of Town Development "We are together" Sergei Blagorodov, the Deputy
Head of the Board of Federal Service for Supervision of Natural Resources of Yugra Alexander
Fedyaev, the Chief Editor of Journal "Industry and Ecology of the North" Vera Isupova, pupils
of Megion town schools, the delegation of the Action participants from the Khanty-Mansiysk
city and Khanty-Mansiysk District. Then the delegation of the Action participants went to the
museum and tourist complex "Yugra", where the rowan saplings were planted.
As a part of the campaign "Clean Forest", it was performed clean up 15 hectares of the
forest areas; there were 5 full houses on fire-prevention issues. One recreation places was
landscaped. These events were attended by: employees of Megion Forestry, public institution
"Megion Leskhoz", budget institution of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra
"Base of aviation and ground protection of forests", Nizhnevartovsk branch, school forestries.
And the Oktyabrsky district forestry (Megion town) held the campaign in the woodland adjacent
to the settlement of Vata. The campaign was conducted with participation of employees of the
district forestries, Nizhnevartovsk branch of budget institution "Base of aviation and ground
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protection of forests", Administration of the settlement of Vata, local dwellers, TV channel of
Nizhnevartovsk District. Total number of participants was 32 people.
At the time of conduction of the international campaign "March for Parks 2016", the
Territorial Division of Megion Forestry held a contest "Gift to the bear Stepan”, under which
results the best works were sent to Khanty-Mansiysk for participation in the District-wide stage.
It was organized contests: wooden art "Workshop grandfather's Zapoved", the author's photo
"Eco- View", children's drawings "The World of wilderness".
163 environmental conferences, seminars, round table discussions with participation of
1,742 children, 684 adults were organized.
The pupils of the school No. 7 took part in the IX-th International Youth Ecological
Forum "One Planet - One Future", which took place in Khanty-Mansiysk city from 12 to 16 May
in the framework of the International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve". The Forum
brought together 124 participants from the countries of near and far abroad, and various subjects
of Russia. Megion town was represented by the pupils of the educational institution “Secondary
School No. 7” headed by Vener Ibragimovich Kaipov, the Head of the School Forestry "Sobol".
During the forum, it was held interactive events, business and creative games, workshops,
cultural and recreational, sports and excursion programs. According to the results, Karina Palyun
became the winner in the nomination "The most active participant of the forum on the basis of
teamwork", Darina Hmylina – a prize-winner in the nomination "The most active participant of
the forum on the basis of teamwork" and "The most active participant in the press center of the
forum", Gulnur Maksutova – a prize-winner in the nomination "The most active participant in
the program events of the forum", "The most active participant of the press center". For four
days of the forum, the children became friends with the members of other teams. They spent
their time interestingly and usefully, got a lot of new knowledge in the environmental field. V.I.
Kaipov was awarded a letter of gratitude for active participation in the International Youth
Ecological Forum "One Planet - One Future". For the teacher, this forum was the eighth in a row
- every year he takes part in it, together with his pupils. Work of Vener Ibragimovich marked by
numerous diplomas and letters of thanks, and, on May 13, 2016, he was awarded the Honorary
Diploma of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Ecology of the Russian Federation "For many
years of hard work and great contribution to the development of environmental management,
safety and protection".
The creative team of the Children's Art School became a prize-winner of the XX-th
International Ecological TV Festival "To Save and To Preserve", which was held from 1 to 5
June in the capital of Yugra. The prize-winner of the children's television contest became
animated film of the creative team of the Megion Children's Art School, created under the
direction of Elena Mikhaylovna Stepanova "The story about garbage". Work has become the best
in the age group of 6-10 years. Awards to the winners and laureates of the contest were handed
over by the Governor of the Autonomous District Natalia Komarova. After the ceremony, it was
laid a foundation stone in front of the National Art Museum of Yugra for the future monument
devoted to the TV festival.
For the third time in the town it was carried out the event "From juniors to seniors", in
which pupils of preschool educational institutions donated one plant species to the schools with
the public presentation of this plant, its history of origin, about caring for them. This event had
an ecological and educational character, which was attended by 397 students and pupils of
educational institutions, 50 teachers, 76 parents of students and pupils.
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48 workshops were carried out for 3,102 students on topics of saving of lumber, paper,
water, soil, plant care and so on. It was organized 257 intellectual games involving 2,985
children, 512 parents. It was also carried out common lessons and events “Preserve soil - Save
life on the Earth!”.
It was organized and conducted 154 contests of drawings, posters, crafts aimed at the
environmental protection and preservation, which were attended by 3,014 pupils of pre-school
and general educational institutions, 815 parents. According to the results of contests, it was
organized 32 exhibitions of creative works. 71 quiz was organized for children in 2003.
The general educational institutions invited the experts on forestry issues of the land
resources management, Megion forestry experts, who conducted 54 lectures for 2,235 children
and 104 parents.
The pupils of the kindergarten "Zolotaya Rybka" together with their mentors, as a
propaganda team, held an environmental protection campaign in the building of the town
administration. The girls performed a dance of white swans and dance of droplets, sang a song
and gave the audience the bookmarks with the rules of conduct in the forest to tell the adults how
to protect the nature.
Open Joint Stock Company "Slavneft-Megionneftegaz" (OJSC "SN-MNG") joined the
Action. About three hundred people came to the Monument to Discoverers of Megion Oil to
clean up the bank territory. The general Saturday volunteer cleanup event was organized by the
main enterprise "Slavneft-Megionneftegaz" within the nationwide campaign "Green Spring".
The senior pupils of Megion schools joined the eco-volunteer teams of oilmen., the area of more
than two and a half hectares was cleaned up for a few hours, about 20 m3 of gabarge was
removed, 150 seedlings of flowers were planted, the curbs were painted. On the same day, it was
held an exciting event for the young town dwellers - the creative contest. It was attended by
several dozen boys and girls, and one of the urban squares was decorated with bright pictures,
calling to care of the unique nature of the North.
This year, specialists of "Slavneft-Megionneftegaz" OJSC, who are experts in the field of
environmental protection, veterans geologists, discoverers organized thematic lessons in Megion
educational institutions. It is noteworthy that the oil companies decided to abandon usual format
for such events and held an interesting dialogue with the children about how to keep the land, the
rivers and the air clean.
As part of the campaign "Help the nature in deed", a container for plastic waste collection
is mounted in the town, which is very popular among residents of the town. It was carried out the
environmental events "Take care of cranes", "Take care of our Earth".
3,450 leaflets and flyers on ecological and environmental issues were distributed among
the dwellers of Megion town. 1,600 students of educational institutions and 768 parents were
involved in distribution of leaflets.
Residents of Megion town were actively participated in the planting of the municipality
areas: 32,000 tree saplings, flowers, bushes planted at 2,986.4 m2 in the town including streets,
organizations territories.
Through the efforts of citizens, it was collected and removed debris in a volume of 618
3
m from the town territory of 427,000 m2. It was organized 118 Saturday volunteer cleanup
events within the campaign "Town Saturday volunteer cleanup events", "My Clean Home Yugra" with participation of 2,321 children, 4,112 adults, clean up of the ecological trial
"Megion cuts" of Megion Tract in the sq. 7 with area of 0.6 ha, clean up of the bank zone of the
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Vatinsky Yogan river and Megion Tract in the sq.10 with area of 1.0 ha from the household
waste.
One of the important events carried out in the framework of the XIV-th International
Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" was the presentation on defense of the
environmental projects. Students and specialists of educational institutions presented 21 projects
on environmental issues.
During the period of the Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve", it was conducted
the 4 ritual feasts with tea party, which participated by 318 children and 24 adults. Visiting Sorni
Nai the participant learned a lot about the culture and traditions of the indigenous people of
Yugra, took part in the national games and contests, tasted the traditional Khanty dishes and
learned the secrets of aromatic herbal teas.
The traditional holiday of Konda Mansi "Wagtail Day" visited 415 people, including 364
children of different ages; it is the spring holiday of Ob Ugrian peoples.
Events undertaken in the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To
Save and To Preserve" were covered in the media.
The XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" was completed in
the Megion town by solemn closing of a large-scale social projects. During the closure, it was
summed up the results of the Action, as well as the winners of the main environmental contests
were announced.
Nefteyugansk City
In the Nefteyugansk city within the framework of the XIV-th
International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve", it was organized
and held the traditional Saturday volunteer cleanup event on sanitary
cleaning of the city. The event was attended by about 900 people: labor
collectives of city enterprises, the City Duma, departments and agencies of
the city administration, "RN-Yuganskneftegaz" LLC, "RN-Inform" LLC,
management companies, and others. As a result of Saturday volunteer
cleanup event, it was cleaned the debris from more than 16 sites around the perimeter and in the
center of the city, removed about 200 cubic meters of debris and exported to the landfill.
On May 14, it was organized and held another Saturday volunteer event for landscaping
of the city.
The event was attended by civil society organizations, representatives of the
Nefteyugansk city branch of the All-Russian political party "United Russia", "The Young
Guard" of the party "United Russia". They were planted pines, rowans and birches, a total of 63
young trees.
Every year, the subordinated institutions of culture and education are actively involved in
the International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve", the purpose of which is to form
the ecological culture among the younger generation.
In 2016, it was organized and conducted events of various kinds: video materials, field
trips, contests, presentations, quizzes, educational hours and talks, cognitive-playing programs
on ecology.
Main events of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" in
the city of Nefteyugansk were covered in the media.
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On May 12, municipal institution "City Library" under the slogan “Preserve soil - Save
life on the Earth!” held the opening ceremony of the campaign "To Save and To Preserve". The
purpose of the event: to attract public attention to one of the most pressing environmental issues
of today's world, the depletion of topsoil.
The grand opening of the Action was attended by the Head of Nefteyugansk city
administration, representatives of city environmental and ecological institutions, the old-timers,
public and students.
The creative groups of municipal institution "Center of National Cultures": "Yuryuzan",
"Cherry style", "Babblers", "Native Song" came up with a festive concert.
In the library foyer, the specialists of municipal institution "Culture and leisure complex"
held a campaign "Clean up the World" for the collection of used batteries. All participants of the
event received the leaflets "About the harmful effects of batteries on the ground" with a detailed
pictorial information, why cannot throw the batteries in normal trash and what harm caused by
the carelessly thrown battery. The presentation of the digest "The environmental situation in the
Nefteyugansk region" was shown.
The ecological action covered 792 events with participation of 15,313 people including
12,873 children, 2 440 teenagers and young people.

Nefteyugansk District
In 2016, the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve" took place under the slogan “Preserve soil - Save life on the
Earth!”. In all settlements of the District, it was conducted month volunteer
cleanup events on sanitary cleaning and landscaping of the district territories
including environmental volunteer cleanup events, work of labor teams and
Saturday volunteer cleanup events under the slogan "Earth - Our Home! Do
not pollute it", "My clean home", "Green Forest", "We are for clean beach",
"We are for the clean planet", "My yard, my street, my village", "Clean Yard", "Let the planet
will be more clean", "Man is not the master, but a part of the nature". Enterprises and
organizations, kindergartens, schools, cultural institutions, sport and health attended the events
on cleaning up the debris from the allocated territories, carried out work on landscaping. It was
conducted the campaigns: "Cleaning school territory", "Green colors of summer", "The cleanest
yard", "Water for Life", "Tidy up the settlement", "I love the Earth", "Living Water", "Protect the
forest against fires", "Spring Arbor Days", "The most beautiful flower bed", "Alley of
graduates", "Let’s decorate the garden with flowers", "Plant your tree", "To save Yugra nature is
our duty".
On April 26, it was held the grand opening of the District-wide environmental marathon
"My Yugra - My Planet" in the municipal educational institution “Secondary School No. 4” in
the settlement of Poikovsky and municipal educational institution “Cheuskinskaya Secondary
School”. During the Forum, it was held the following events: exchange of experience on issues
of the environmental education and awareness, poster contest "Green Planet", exhibition "Holy
tree - the sacred tree", contest and game program "Earth - our home, our wealth", cognitive game
of Club of the Funny and Inventive "Water Bodies of Yugra".
On May 12, on the opening day of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save
and To Preserve", the settlement of Cheuskino traditionally held the Saturday volunteer cleanup
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event "Save the Pine Forest" for cleaning natural monument of regional significance
"Cheuskinsky Pine Forest". The pine forest clean up event attended by the employees of the
administration of the district and rural settlements, forestry representatives, employees of the
local school and settlement residents. Cheuskinsky Pine Forest is one of the most beautiful
places in the district located on the right bank of the Yuganskaya Ob Protoka, with a total area of
100 hectares. The cleanup event was attended by 57 people. It was cleaned the area of almost 20
hectares.
The International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" in educational
institutions of Nefteyugansk District traditionally held by a special plan throughout the whole
year. As a part of the program "Development of education and further education", it is
implemented the direction "Environmental Education". By the XIV-th International Ecological
Action "To Save and To Preserve", it was prepared and carried out the following events in the
district libraries: drawing contests "Yugra - our home", "The Red Data Book through the
Children’s Eyes" and "Save the Planet", photo contest and photo exhibition "Ecology of
Nefteyugansk District", environmental quizzes "Be a Guest at the Nature", "From the Bird
Lives", "Green Carousel of the Nature", "Yugra what is a divine grace: it is for us a father and a
mother", talks, games, tournaments, environmental programs "From the Green World Life"
"Birds Day", "Water Day", "Earth Day", "Nature Tour to the Forest", contests of creative works,
environmental book exhibition, reviews, information hours and more.
The school camps continues the Action "To Save and To Preserve". In summer, children
have not only relax and fun, but work in the best of their ability and age: planted flower
seedlings in the beds, clean the trash from the school grounds.
In total, 298 events took place in the Nefteyugansk District from May 12 to June 05,
2016, where 11,126 people including 7,523 children, adolescents, young, participated. During
the period of the Action, 2,311 cubic meters of garbage was removed from the territory of 56
hectares, more than 28,000 trees, bushes and flowers planted.
All purposeful work contributes to raising environmental awareness and active life
position in solution of environmental issues by the younger citizens, encouraging the most active
representatives of the environmental movement, patriotism, sense of responsibility and
involvement into the most important events of the country. Thus, the Action "To Save and To
Preserve" is a part of a systematic work on formation of ecological culture at children and youth
under conditions of modernization of the Russian education.
Nizhnevartovsk City
During the period from May 12 to June 5, 2016, in the framework of
the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve", it was
conducted over 1,000 environmental events for various social and age groups
in the city of Nizhnevartovsk. The environmental education events of the
Action were attended by all municipal institutions, budgetary educational,
health, social service institutions of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District –
Yugra with support of sponsors (companies of the oil and gas industry,
building, communications, transport, and trade companies). The Saturday volunteer events on
landscaping and gardening of the city were attended by all organizations operating in the
territory of the municipality; representatives of public organizations. In total, the number of
participants was about 104 thousand people.
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Officially, by the Decree of the city administration as of April 06, 2016 under No. 449-p
"On conduction of events dedicated to the XIV-th International Ecological Action" To Save and
To Preserve ", it was organized 95 events.
The Action stated on XX-th of May on the embankment of the Ob River. Keeping the
continuity of generations, the students continued planting saplings in the alley "Trees in memory
of the 70th anniversary of the Victory" laid down in 2015 by veterans of the Great Patriotic War.
The event was opened with a rally in the public garden "Kind Angel of Peace" and continued by
planting of bird cherry trees in the section line of the Chapaeva street and Kuropatkina passage.
The event was attended by the City Head M.V. Klets, students, representatives of city
organizations and associations. There were planted more than 260 saplings of bird cherry trees.
The enterprises, organizations and institutions of the city took an active part in the city
landscaping. The employees of the municipal unitary enterprises in Nizhnevartovsk "Specialized
motor vehicle administration", "City Enterprise of Water Supply and Waste Water Treatment", "
City Enterprise of Heat Supply ", "Production care and maintenance trust-3" performed works on
reconstruction of green plantations in the city streets 158 trees and bushes damaged or shrunken
were replaced, 60 bushes were newly planted.
Territorial Division - Nizhnevartovsk Forestry of the Department of Natural Resources
and the Non-Primary Economic Sector of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra
helped to determine the locations of planting material preparation on the forest land, as well as
preparation of the planting material for landscaping the territories of municipal educational
institutions.
It was continued the works to supplement the previously created personalized objects of
landscaping on the bankline of the Ob River. The group of companies JSC "SiburTyumenGaz"
planted 65 trees and bushes additionally; the event was attended by 60 people. Their
Nizhnevartovsk branch "EriellNeftegazservis" LLC planted 30 saplings of ornamental bushes.
In addition, in the framework of the campaign "Green philanthropist", the "Green
Garden" LLC and "SEM" LLC provided the saplings of fruit and ornamental bushes, seeds of
vegetables and flowers for the budgetary institution of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous
District - Yugra "Center of the children left without parents care "Aistenok".
Sponsorship for beautification of the territory of the budgetary institution of the KhantyMansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra "Home home for senior or disabled citizens "Otada" was
provided by "Nizhnevartovskavia" LLC, "Vekha" LLC, Kudzhova farm, and "Green Valley"
LLC (Megion town). Students and schoolchildren helped to clean up institution territory.
Traditionally, landscaping was conducted by the management companies on the territory
of residential areas. More than 200 trees and bushes planted on the adjacent territories requiring
greening.
In total, 2,214 trees and bushes were planted in the city during the spring planting period
of the year 2016.
7 general Saturday volunteer cleanup events were carried out during the Action period.
The total area of 263.4 hectares was cleaned, 1920 m3 of waste was collected and placed on the
city landfill. The event was attended by all the organizations operating in the territory of the
municipality.
Traditionally, it was held a Saturday volunteer cleanup event to clean up the bankline of
Kymyl-Emtor lake. The cleanup of the bank was attended by more than 300 employees of
"Samotlorneftegaz" JSC, 30 veteran oilmen and 90 students from four secondary and higher
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educational institutions of city - Nizhnevartovsk State University, Tyumen Oil and Gas
University, South Ural State University, Nizhnevartovsk Oil College.
Municipal autonomous institution of Nizhnevartovsk city "Youth Center" organized the
Youth Saturday volunteer cleanup event "Clean City". During the event, the initiative youth of
the city (more than 100 persons) cleaned the bankline of Komsomolskoye Lake. The Saturday
volunteer cleanup event took place in the game format: bags with trash were exchanged for
souvenirs (bracelets and pens "Youth of Nizhnevartovsk", mugs, T-shirts and hoodies "Guardian
of the nature", as well as a special prize - a backpack "Youth of Nizhnevartovsk").
Visitors of the summer camp "Panama" (150 people) carried out a traditional campaign
"Living Water" on the eve of the opening of the Festival of Arts, Labor and Sport "Samotlor
Nights" tiding up one of bankline sections of Komsomolskoye Lake.
All city institution of education, sports, culture and public health participated in the
campaign "Clean Yard" and "Green Yard", during which it was carried out cleaning and
landscaping events.
The most important tasks of the Action is environmental enlightenment, education of
ecological culture of youth is carried out by institution of education, sports, culture, social
service and public health organizations of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra,
and budgetary institution of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra "Natural Park
"Siberian Ridges”:
- On 12th of May, all municipal institutions of education and culture conducted
environmental lessons on the Action theme “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!” (number of
participants - more than 22 thousand people);
- Municipal institutions of culture and sports during the Action organized a variety events
aimed at increasing children's horizons, familiarization with the surrounding of Yugra world,
learning the rules of conduct in nature: book and art exhibitions, quizzes, educational games,
environmental contests, workshops, museum lectures , trips (28 events, 1,170 participants);
- Pupils of kindergartens, school camps, institutions for supplementary education and
social protection actively participated in 48 environmental events organized by the specialists of
the Natural Park "Siberian Ridges" - a variety of contests, workshops, lectures, guided tours and
exhibitions. The conducted events involved 7,724 persons.
The environmental education events that are carried out on the territory of the
municipality were attended by more than 57,000 people of different age groups.
The most important means of formation of environmental outlook of the population of the
municipality is the media. During the period from April to June, 7 television programs dedicated
to the events of the Action went on the air, 65 articles were published in print media and on the
official websites of local self-government of Nizhnevartovsk city and city institutions.
Nizhnevartovsky district
Within the framework of the Action, district-wide environmental
campaigns took place in different settlement of the District: May 12, 2016 –
District Saturday volunteer cleanup event "My Clean Home - Yugra"; May 27,
2016 – District campaign "Plant a Tree".
139 environmental events were carried out in urban and rural
settlements of the District. There were the All-Russian Ecological Saturday
volunteer cleanup event "Green Spring"; environmental campaigns "Caution!
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Mercury", "Start with Cleanliness", "Help yourself ", "Clean Street, Clean Settlement", "Clean
Forest", "Clean Bank", "Clean Beach - Clean River", " Cleanliness is a Guarantee of Health",
"Man is not the master, but a part of the nature", "Flower fairy", "Flowers smiles the Earth",
"Green Patrol", "Flower Meadow", "Caution, lawns", "Plant a tree and save it".
As a result of the conducted events, it was collected 445 m3 of solid municipal waste, it
was planted 1,988 trees.
The settlements of Izluchinsk and Novoagansk took the action on collection of waste
paper, as a result was collected 1,100 kg of waste paper, which was taken by "Ecovata" Limited
Liability Company.
299 environmental education events were held during the period of the Action. The
educational, cultural and recreational institutions of the District held the following environmental
education events: conferences, meetings, forums, workshops, quizzes, round table discussions;
exhibitions of books, children's drawings, photos, arts and crafts; contests of children's drawings,
sketches and posters on environmental theme.
It was produced leaflets "Caution: Mercury" (100 pcs.), "Waste Paper: give up!" (15
pcs.); memo "Help the Birds" (70 pcs.); booklets "Say No to Garbage!" (70 pcs.); "Take care of
the Forest" (70 pcs.), "Assistants of the Nature" (70 pcs.), "Poisonous Plants" (70 pcs.), "Clean
Nature Begins with You" (30 pcs.), "Why Do We Need the Trees" ( 15 pcs.), "Let’s decorate the
Earth together" (30 pcs.).
The rural settlement carried out theater performances, concerts, amateur ecological film
screenings.
Informing the public about the Action was carried out through TV channel of
Nizhnevartovsky District and regional newspaper "Ob News".
The Action was attended by 11,833 people, cultural, educational and social institutions of
the District.
Nyagan Town
In 2016, more than 160 town enterprises, organizations and institutions
were involved in town Saturday volunteer cleanup events. Every year, a large
number of residents (both adults and children) are directly involved in
ongoing events for sanitation, cleaning, beautification and landscaping of the
Nyagan town. Within the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological
Action "To Save and To Preserve" it was made and printed posters, banners,
flags with the Action emblems.
304 environmental protection and education events dedicated to the Action were
conducted in the town.
The XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" was started under
the slogan “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!” in the Culture Center "Zapadny" on May 12,
2016. In the foyer, the staff of the Center for small-numbered peoples of the North of Nyagan
town "Museum and Cultural Center" organized and held a master class on making handicrafts
from waste materials (souvenir plates and amulets). Employees of the municipal autonomous
institution of culture of municipal formation town of Nyagan "Library and Information System"
performed the book exhibition on the nature dedicated to the Ecological Action.
The main event in the auditorium began with demonstration of thematic movie "Protect
the nature!", and the grand opening of the Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" took
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place after the welcoming words of the First Deputy of the Nyagan Town Administration
Valentina Andreevna Shevelyova. With words of welcome to all those present addressed the
following persons: Deputy Director on general issues of the municipal public institution offices
of municipal formation town of Nyagan "Urban Management Board" Zahar Viktorovich
Sytnikov and Chairman of the Board of Nyagan town public organization on environment
protection "Eco House" Aliona Aleksandrovna Zakharova.
The soloists-performers and creative teams of the Town Cultural Center "Planeta" (Polina
Rusetskaya, "Model Art Collective" dance ensemble "O'Kay", "Model Art Collective" song
studio "Raduga", "Model Art Collective" vocal song studio "Mechta", "Model Art Collective"
circus studio "Arabesque") pleased the audience with their creativity during the concert program.
The youngest viewers involved in entertainment and game program (with funny characters:
small bee, clown Stasik, Znayka). Two hundred and thirty children aged 8 to 15 years old have
fun answering the thematic questions and frolicked in outdoor games before the event
completion.
For children of the summer camps and sites from 1st to 7th of June, it was conducted the
educational program "Face-to-Nature", "This land is yours and mine", thematic program "Living
Planet" (quizzes, riddles about the environment), flash mobs, campaign "Decorate the courtyard
with flowers", master-classes ("Metamorphosis of trash"- manufacturing the handicrafts from the
material at hand), environmental poster contest "Save the Planet - the Garden!".
Municipal autonomous institution of municipal formation town of Nyagan "Museum and
Cultural Center" with the exhibition project "Yor-CHIC!" took part in the District-wide
campaign "Museum Art Mayovka" held in the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological
Action "To Save and To Preserve" in Khanty-Mansiysk city, on May 28, 2016.
Within the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve", the town educational institutions carried out the following events: town ecological
tournament "Exciting Environment"; town environmental quest among preschool educational
institutions "This land is yours and mine"; town environmental campaign "Clean Spring";
environmental lessons for pupils of grade 2-9 dedicated to the environment protection and
education of schoolers to conduct in the nature with the help of modern technologies;
participation in the International Youth Ecological Forum "One Planet - One Future!"; ecobiological quiz "Flowers are Beginning of the Earth Beauty " for pupils of grade 2.
May 12-16, 2016, the Khanty-Mansiysk city hosted the International Youth Ecological
Forum "One Planet - One Future", which was attended by pupils of the municipal budgetary
educational institution of municipal formation town of Nyagan "Secondary School No. 4". At the
end of the contest, participants received a special diploma "For personal contribution to the
preservation of the natural heritage of Yugra" of the District-wide contest of socially significant
environmental projects “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!”.
May 18-19, 2016, as part of the municipal District-wide stage of the marathon "My
Yugra - My Planet", the town educational institutions held 97 environmental events including:
lessons of peace, kindness and harmony between the nature and man; cognitive event "Journey
through the Red Data Book" for pupils of grades 1-4; town ecological event "Plant a Tree!";
environmental raids: "Our school yard is the best"; excursions by ecological trails; cognitivegame program "Green World"; theatrical performance "Let's be friends with the nature"; readers
contest "My Native Land".
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The baton in the form of the logo symbol of ecological marathon of municipal formation
town of Nyagan was transferred to Oktyabrsky District.
Traditionally, on May 25, as part of town holiday "Farewell Bell Day", it was held the
District-wide campaign "Alley of graduates", which consists in planting young trees and bushes
by graduates of 11th grades on the school grounds. More than 430 saplings of trees and bushes
was planted within the framework of the campaign.
Within the framework of town ecological campaign "Plant a Tree", the organizations,
entrepreneurs, public representatives planted 870 pieces of trees and bushes, 158,735 pieces of
flowers as a part of tree planting events organized by the educational institutions, town managing
companies, Nyagan municipal institution "Town Management Board". 9400 m2 of territories
were landscaped.
Events for sanitary cleaning, greening and beautification of the town have priority.
Annually events are conducted within the boundaries of the municipality to eliminate illegal
dumps.
Events of the action were covered in the media, official websites of the Administration of
the Nyagan town, library website. The aim of all such events was to attract public attention to
existing environmental problems.
Oktyabrsky District
Within the framework of the International Ecological Action "To
Save and To Preserve", the cultural and leisure institutions of the Oktyabrsky
District conducted 335 environmental protection and environmental
education events. Among these festivals, talks, quizzes, exhibitions, gala
events dedicated to the opening and closing ceremony of the Action. These
events were attended by more than 4,000 people, including 3,000 children,
adolescents and young people.
97 events of the Action were performed to clean debris, landscaping the settlement
territories within the boundaries of the Oktyabrsky District. These events allowed to clean an
area of over 12 hectares, the volume of the removed debris was more than 5375 m³.
65 events for landscaping the settlement territories took place. Number of planted trees,
bushes and flowers was 720 pieces. Total planting area exceeds 2,314 hectares. The number of
environmental event participants was more than 1,300 people, including more than 750 children,
adolescents and young people.
Information support of events of the Action was carried out through publications in the
print media and on the internet resources (27), messages on television air of TV channel "Koda"
(2), production and distribution of paper and printing booklets (220).
The total number of participants involving into environmental protection and
environmental education events was 4,049 people, including 3,132 children, adolescents and
young adults.
Pyt-Yah Town
The town educational institutions carried out events aimed at
environmental education and enlightenment: contests, theater performances,
slide-shows, games-travels, master classes, discussions, collages, eco-games,
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quizzes, promotions, presentations, contests of drawings and posters, flyers, contest of
handicrafts from waste material, class hours.
An environmental hobby group “IKO” works on the basis of educational institution
"Secondary School No. 5". Number of members of the hobby group is 30 people.
Kindergartens have actively participated in the drawing contest "Green Bus", the
children's drawings were placed on buses in the town municipal routes. The most active
participants were awarded incentive prizes. Residents of the town can get acquainted with them
during their journey in public transport.
Every year, town residents are actively involved in the photo contest "Nature in Focus" in
three categories: "Moments of Life"; "The Earth is in danger"; "Cleanliness saves the world".
Photo exhibition of photographs is organized by KSK "Fakel", where everyone could see the
works of the contestants. The contest jury defines the winners, who will be awarded the
certificates and cash prizes.
On April 22, 23, 29 and 30, 2016, the general Saturday volunteer cleanup event were
organized by the town enterprises, the managing companies and homeowner association took an
active part in environmental cleanup "My Clean Home - Yugra". Just clean-attended
3,795 people participated in the Saturday volunteer cleanup event and 621.16 m3 of
debris was removed and transported.
On XX-th of May, the town residents, organizations, institutions, enterprises and
schoolers took an active part in the event "Clean Bank" held annually in conjunction with the
Russian Ministry of Emergency Situations for cleaning of places of mass recreation of
population.
In order to attract the public attention to the problems of conservation, restoration and
enhancement of forest resources, on May 20, 2016, the town administration organized and held
the All-Russian campaign "Spring Arbor Days", the managing companies and homeowner
association together with veterans of the Great Patriotic War, as well as active residents planted
saplings near their houses.
On May 12, 2016, the Opening Ceremony of the Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve" took place and it was planted two pine alleys.
For the town population, it was organized the "hot line" on issues related to
environmental problems.
Annually, the ecological newspaper "Man and Life" (MaL) is published within the
framework of the Action. It consists of four pages. This newspaper has official material
(achieved results, opinions of authorities on the action and ongoing events, information on the
regulatory laws in the field of environmental protection), town photos, notes of residents on the
environmental situation available in our town and proposals on how to improve the
environmental situation and other useful information.
The performed events are covered in the media, posted on the official websites of the
town administration, and in all social networks of the Internet.
Pokachi Town
Within the period from May 12 to June 6, 2016, the pre-school and
general educational institutions of Pokachi town held 82 events dedicated to
the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve". 2,034
people participated in the Action.
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During the events, the teachers shaped the environmental awareness, respect for all living
things among children. Environmental education in the modern world is regarded as one of the
most important aspects of socialization. That's why today's ecological situation is a subject of
civic education. Raising citizen is an equipping the person with respect for himself/ herself as
socially significant person. Just feeling themselves as socially important people, people seek to
change the world.
The Town Library took part in the Action. On 18th of May, the informative lesson "Let's
talk about the soil", whose participants were pupils of the grade 3 "V", took place in the
educational institution “Secondary School No. 4”. During the lesson, the pupils learned how soil
was formed, from what it is composed, why the soil is fertilized, how the soil appears and
develops under the influence of living organisms, mostly plants and what role it plays in the life
of our planet - it is a transition link from the inanimate matter to the animate one. To consolidate
the knowledge the schoolers received the environmental jobs.
Exhibition "There is no bad soil, there are bad farmers" is performed, which introduces
the readers to the problem of soil contamination and their preservation, as well as exhibited
books and illustrations devoted to the planet environment.
For the students of the Children's School of Art, it was organized a concert program
"Spring Droplets", which was attended by creative school groups, and cognitive-game program
"Environment Around the World", on which basis it was conducted the environmental quizzes,
contests, music and outdoor games. The objectives of these events was formation of the
ecological culture, upbringing sense of thrift and protection of nature among the younger
generation, as well as activation of students in the leisure events, development of creative
potential.
In the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve", a cultural and educational event "Nature is life, nature is paradise, love and defend it!"
was held in the museum, which was attended by the pupils of the secondary school No. 2. The
participants learned about the history and significance of the Action, got acquainted with the
logo of the Action. And in the end of the event, it was carried the game program with a variety of
tasks: to make as many as possible words from the word “nature”, to guess the main characters
of fairy tales, to guess riddles of taiga region. Children answered the questions and performed the
tasks gladly and quickly.
During the Action, the staff of the Cultural Center "October" organized 4 events. It was
carried out the campaign “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!” to involve 320 town residents,
as well as to equip the younger generation of Pokachi town with environmental culture,
consciousness and outlook, 2 environmental games: "Who lives in the tower?" and "Neither a
speck of dust, nor a mote" and informative - game program "In the realm of flora and fauna"
were conducted for children and adolescents.
Enterprises and institutions of Pokachi town have been actively involved in landscaping
and planting trees, bushes and flowers. During the period of the Action, 64 environmental events
took place.
The Saturday volunteer cleanup events were carried out in the town territory and forest
area dedicated to the District-wide Saturday volunteer cleanup event "My clean home - Yugra".
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Raduzhny Town
On 12 of May 2016, 12 educational organizations of the town have
launched the Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve". 20 events were
organized and conducted on this day. These are: cleanup event "Throw the
life buoy to the nature", manufacturing feeders "Feeders by own hands",
research activity during the plant growing process "Garden all year round»
(cucumbers, tomatoes, onions, peppers, sprouts flowers), planting the flowers
in the area of education organizations, contest of creative works "Earth is our
common home", distribution of leaflets and flyers "Protect the forest against fire", "Save the
Yugra forests" for children, adolescents and young people, as well as the distribution of leaflets
"Nature is in danger!" and others for parents.
On May 24, the Cultural Center "Neftyanik" of Raduzhny town hosted the opening
ceremony of the Action "To Save and To Preserve". The event was held in the form of festive
and concert program, where dance, music, theater numbers of the Town Center of Children's Art
were presented. The total number of performers was 150 children, adolescents and young adults.
Prior to the event, the members of the school forestries "Medvezhonok" and "Tayozhnik"
conducted the town campaign "Clean banks for our rivers and lakes" in the lobby of the Cultural
Center "Neftyanik" with the distribution of leaflets to the guests and participants of the
campaign. The Graphic designer of the Town Center of Children's Art performed the photo
exhibition "Our Yugra".
During the solemn opening ceremony of the Ecological Action, it was summed up the
results of the 13th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" and handed over
letters of thanks from Federal Service for Environment Supervision, Plants and Animals, Forest
Objects of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra to the representatives of
municipal authorities and educational institutions.
The event was attended by the distinguished guests, representatives of town municipal
institutions, heads of the educational institutions, children, adolescents and young people. The
total number was about 200 people.
For the purpose of formation of ecological culture among the younger generation, the
educational institutions held thematic lessons, class hours, talks "To the nature - with kindness",
"Planet Earth is in danger", "Man in the World of Nature", "Let's save the legacy of Yugra land",
"Take care of nature "," Water for life" and others.
The schools and kindergartens conducted contests, music and game entertainments,
environmental wits and humor competition "We are friends of nature", "On a visit to the little
hare", "Journey to the Spring Forest" and so on. It was organized and carried out game programs,
trips, excursions, exhibitions of children drawings and handicrafts on the theme: "Ball of
flowers", "Ecology and we", "Nature through the eyes of children", "The summer has come to
us", collage "I am a little ecologist", photo exhibition "Yugra - my home, where I live!", "Let’s
decorate the planet with flowers", contests, seminars, conferences and others.
In order to attract a lot of attention of children and adolescents, the schools and
kindergartens performed the campaigns with a positive social effect " Save and Preserve the
Nature", "Protect the Environment", "Green Sill", "Green Patrol", "Rainbow flower bed", the
events "Only together and in a friendly manner we can help the nature" and others were
conducted by the employees on territory beautification.
th
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Parents (legal representatives) of pupils of town kindergartens distributed the children's
environmental flyers "Let us, adults, protect the nature! Never forget about the nature!" among
the dwelling houses.
It was distributed the booklets "Touch the Nature Though the Soul!", "Save the Nature",
"Save Water", "Cherish the Primroses" and "Protect the forest against fire!" to the parents (legal
representatives) of pupils of town kindergartens and schools.
"On the Green Trail" - the name of propaganda team from the school No. 4 consisting of
50 pupils.
Within the framework of the Action, the educational institutions organized and carried
out the volunteer cleanup events: "Bloom always our kindergarten", "Clean City begins with
you", etc. The Children's Art School organized the campaign "Clean banks of Agan River".
Within the framework of Forest Planting Day on May 20, 2016, 58 graduates of grades 911 planted the Alley of graduates together with the pupils of pre-school No. 5 "Rostok". 23
pupils with graduates tied the balloons with wishes to the sapling. Also, the town schoolers,
members of the school forestries "Medvezhonok" and "Tayozhnik" planted 150 saplings of larch.
Also, on this day, the event participants released the young fishes (Marsh peled) into the AIYagunlor Lake and the adjacent territory was planted with cedar saplings, which organizer was
Midhat Ravilovich Khasano, the Vice-President of Tyumen Regional Public Fund named after
V.I. Muravlenko.
In the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve", it was held 242 events. About 13,913 participants took part in the environmental
protection and environmental education events during the Action.
Also in the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve" and in order to landscape the town, on June 10, 2016 (due to weather conditions), the
Raduzhny town administration participated in the Saturday volunteer cleanup event "My Clean
Home - Yugra" forgetting about the decision, common questions and other work, officials with
jokes and laughter collected debris accumulated over the winter on the territory of the hospital
complex.
By this example, the eco-volunteer team tried to induce the Raduzhny-residents to make
the town clean and beautiful together.
The representatives of administration, subordinate agencies and the Town Duma
participated in the cleanup event. About 100 people participated in the event. Armed with trash
bags and gloves, they performed a cleanup. The worked as long as they did not collect all the
trash - 3 m3.
The embankment of the Agan River was included into cleanup events. The Board for
Civil Defense, Emergency Management and Fire Safety together with the Board of Capital
Construction took the patronized the favorite vacation spot of the townspeople. The participants
of the Saturday volunteer cleanup event collected by own hand glass, bottles and other debris
that is left by the vacationers. Everybody worked well. The officials declared that they worked
with pleasure. The Saturday volunteer cleanup events bring people together to achieve a
common noble goal. The voluntary work for town beautification brings up the people to the
ability to appreciate the beauty and keep tidy.
The Ecological and Ethnographic Museum and libraries of the town carried out a series
of educational events (9 events, 788 participants) aimed at formation of ecological outlook
among the participants.
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A significant number of events designed for the younger generation, because a sense of
emotional closeness with nature and foundations for relations with the environment are
developed during childhood. Thus, on 24th and 30th of May, the Ecological and Ethnographic
Museum held two events with game elements "Animal of the Taiga Lands". The young museum
visitors got acquainted with the nature of their native land and wildlife of our region in a playful
manner. In order to learn a lot of new and interesting things about animals that live in our region,
children of older age groups went through the halls of museum, where they should guess the
riddles and find the required species of birds, animals, fish and insects. Dialogue with children
was held under the motto "Do you know that ...?". The pre-schoolers made independently
conclusions about general features of a particular group of animals learning, at the same time, the
classification of the animal world. The number of participants of the events: 48 persons, 46 of
them were children.
On 6th of June, the library branch No. 2 started the campaign "Batteries, Give Up!".
Participants of the event were the children of recreation camp at the rehabilitation center
"Tsvetik-semitsvetik" (35 people). At the opening of the campaign, the library installed a
container for collection and storage of waste batteries. Now everyone library visitor can join the
environmental movement to preserve the environment! The campaign will last from June 6 to
August 20, 2016. Results will be announced on August 25, 2016.
For pupils of the educational institution “Raduzhny school for pupils with special needs
or disabilities” (17 people), it was conducted a correspondence tour to the zoo, "On a visit to the
animals". During the informative conversation, the guys learned when and by whom the first zoo
was established, actively participated in various contests: "Contest of riddles", "Guess who?", so
on. But not all animals can be seen in zoos. Such animals like dinosaurs lived on the planet and
became extinct long before humans appeared. Therefore the children were offered to view a
presentation "Small Dinosaurs".
An effective means of drawing attention to the environment protection are exhibition of
children's creative works. One of these exhibitions "I paint my world and give it to you" works in
the lobby of the Children's Library since June 6. Most of the works of the exhibition are provided
by the students of the Children's Art School. In their drawings, the young readers reflected the
beauty of nature and expressed their understanding to the problems of environmental pollution.
The exhibition opening ceremony was attended by 37 people.
The autonomous cultural institution "Palace of Culture "Neftyanik" in the framework of
the Action held on May 24, 2016, it was conducted a thematic informative and entertaining
program "Save the nature", which was attended by 45 people, including 40 children under the
age of 14.
On May 12 - 30, the exhibition of works of young artists "Land of Yugra" was held in the
Children's Art School. Age of participants is from 7 to 17 years old.
The exhibition was held on topics related to the involvement of people over the world to
the problems of nature reserves, bringing up the younger generation to a sense of pride for our
natural heritage and a sense of responsibility for its condition.
Goals and objectives of the events: Promoting the sustainable development of the
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra through interregional and international
cooperation in the field of environmental protection to ensure environmental safety and quality
of life, the formation of ecological culture in the Raduzhny Town. Attracting the public attention
to issues in the field of environmental protection and environmental safety through the
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environmental education, environmental enlightenment, environmental advocacy and
environmental protection work, the formation of moral culture and active life position among the
young generation in relation to the issue of respect for the nature.
Sovetsky District
In accordance with the Decree of the Sovetsky District administration
"On the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" in
the Sovetsky District" as of April 21, 2016 under No. 637, it was conducted
64 events, which was attended by more than 10,000 people.
The Ecological Action included a practical implementation and
environmental education that evidenced by the conducted events on greening
and landscaping of settlements, sanitary cleanup of streets and forests, eco-volunteer landings,
contests and educational programs. The Action was attended by pupils of kindergartens, schools,
environmental associations and school forestries, employees of the Territorial Division of
Sovetsky Forestry, public institution of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra "
Sovetsky Leskhoz", the Sovetsky branch "Base of aviation and ground protection of forests",
students and teachers of the budget institution "Sovetsky Polytechnic College", workers of the
Federal state budget institution "State Nature Reserve "Malaya Sosva", budget institution of
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra "Nature Park "Kondinskiye Lakes", educational
institution "Center "Sozvezdiye” named after I.T. Grishin the Colonel-General and the Hero of
the Soviet Union", local self-governments of urban and rural settlements of the Sovetsky
District, staff of the Sovetsky District administration, enterprises, organizations and citizens of
the Sovetsky District.
On May 12, 2016, the Great Hall of the Sovetsky District administration held the solemn
opening ceremony of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve",
where the participants presented their programs.
Environmental education events were aimed at promoting respect for nature by creating a
positive ecological thinking and development of environmental culture among the general
population.
1. Libraries: municipal institution "Inter-settlement library of the Sovetsky District" is
actively engaged in environmental education, it conducted an interesting public events,
including:
- Ecology Hour "Treasure of primeval nature". The event was dedicated to the history and
current condition of Federal state budget institution "State Nature Reserve "Malaya Sosva".
Goal: formation of environmental awareness and development of ecological culture among the
younger generation, awakening young people's interest in the nature protection.
- Feast of the environmental fairy tale. Groups of the school-type day camps presented a
stage adaptation fairy tale in environmental manner. The environmental fairy tales give
knowledge about the nature, the habits of animals, relationship between people and flora and
fauna. The fairy tales explain the essence of environmental problems, their causes, help to aware
the world around us in an accessible form for children. Goal: to cultivate a sense of respect for
the surrounding nature through the environmental fairy tales.
- Environmental game-contest "Colorful Planet". The event was held in the form of
contests of 2 teams on knowledge of environmental issues, nature of native land. The event was
accompanied by presentation and story about the Red Data Book of Russia and Khanty28

Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra. Goal: To raise respect for nature, form a system of
knowledge aimed at cognition of the processes of human interaction, society and nature.
- Informative game "Do not hurt a worm".
The children heard the story about the earthworm, its usefulness in the entertaining and
playful manner. The children took part in a theatrical quiz (one child depicted an animal, insect
or bird, the other children have guessed). Goal: to form the foundations of environmental
awareness among the children, bring up a gentle, humane and kind attitude to the nature and to
each other.
2. The traditional and most important direction of activity of the natural parks and nature
reserves is to preserve the natural state of the natural complexes and objects. The environmental
education events of the natural parks and nature reserves is designed, primarily, to explain
general public the modern role of the protected areas in the conservation of biological and
landscape diversity as the basis of the biosphere, as well as their place in the socio-economic
development of regions.
As part of the Action, the budget institution of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District
– Yugra "Natural Park "Kondinskiye Lakes"(hereinafter - the Natural Park) and Federal state
budget institution "State Nature Reserve "Malaya Sosva" (hereinafter - Reserve) carried out the
following events:
- The cycle of information and enlightenment talks "The Wealth of Yugra Earth" for the
elderly, disabled persons and persons under wardship of complex social services center "Irida"
and home for senior or disabled citizens "Darina" on the topics: "Medicinal Plants", "Primroses"
and "Berry resources" of the Sovetsky District and the Natural park territories.
- Broadcasting of videos on environmental issues in the cinema "Luch".
- Night at the Museum of the Reserve. On May 18, the Museum of the Nature Reserve
"Malaya Sosva", whose doors were opened to all visitors in the evening, joined international
campaign "Night of Museums". The main goal of the campaign is to show resource,
opportunities, and potential of the Museum, attract the young people, families to the Museum for
joint leisure. Night at the Museum of Nature was held in an entertaining form: with flashlights
and reading informative stories from the book "Forest Alphabet". The author of the book is the
writer - storyteller Vladimir Zotov. These tales of the flora and fauna of our forests help children
and adults to learn more about the green miracle, the forest, with amazing and unique world of
its inhabitants. Guests of the "Night" could take part in various events: picking up puzzles,
guessing riddles, designing the reserve area on the paper. For the first time, everyone could turn
into a bear, take part in a photo shoot and receive a souvenir photo.
The master classes were the most fun. Kids love to work with the paints and painted the
plaster figurines – magnet with forest animals, mushrooms and fish. While the children
participated in master classes, adults watched a series of documentary films on the reserved
nature and people working in this field directed by documentary film maker Lev Vakhitov, as
well as movies, created by the video studio of the Nature Reserve "Malaya Sosva".
- Interregional Youth Scientific and Practical Conference "Living Planet is a living soul"
under the slogan "Apply local actions to the global problems!". The purpose of the conference: to
attract the attention of young people to the Nature Reserves of the Autonomous District, to
develop the system of intellectual and practical skills in young people associated with the study,
evaluation and preservation of the nature of their native land - a small motherland. Organizers of
the conference: Department of Natural Resources and Non-Primary Economic Sector of the
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Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra, the Natural Park, the Nature Reserve under
support of JSC "NC" Kondaneft ", JSC" Ruspetro", OJSC "INGA". Participant of the
conference: pupils of secondary schools, vocational and higher education institutions, members
of school forestries, environmental associations, local history clubs, etc. from the different towns
and cities of the county: Khanty-Mansiysk city, Sovetsky town, Yugorsk town, Priobye
settlement, Pionersky settlement.
After registration and visit the Museum of Nature Reserve, the representatives from the
organizers of the youth conference spoke at the plenary session. Then, it was started the work the
three sections of the conference: "Environmental education, local history, geography and culture
and tourism", "Preservation and study of biodiversity", "Environmental issues of natural
resources". According to the results of sections work, the experts determined the best work, the
authors and chiefs of which were awarded the souvenirs: Red Data Book of Khanty-Mansiysk
Autonomous District - Yugra and photo albums "Nature Reserves of Yugra". The experts noted
that the level of works of the conference participants is growing and to determine the best
projects become more and more difficult with each passing year. Participants consider that the
participation in such conferences is an opportunity not only to reveal their scientific and creative
potential, but also to share experiences and knowledge with other participants. The conference
was attended by 67 people, correspondence attendance - 20 people.
3. Annually, the team of teachers and students of budget educational institution "Sovetsky
Polytechnic College" (hereinafter - the College) is an active participant of the Action events,
each participant make his/her own contribution to the conservation of Yugra environment. The
following events took place in the College:
- Class Hour "Soils" was held in the groups for the 1st and 2nd year students. Goal: to
inform the students on peculiarities of soils in Russia and Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District
- Yugra, to focus on major soil problems.
- Intelligent contest - Environmental battle "Soil is an environment of life" between the
teams of the 1st and 2nd year students. Goal: to update the knowledge of soils of the native land
and to identify the best students in the field of soil science.
- Literary and Art Exhibition - Contest "This is our world, it is beautiful and bright!". The
st
nd
1 - 3 year students took part in this amazing exhibition.
- Ecological living room "Legends of Yugra lands". The results of the Action were
announced during this event, it was marked the most active participants. The zest of this event
was the fashion show "Blooming Earth". The fashion show was prepared and showed by the 2nd
year students of the department "Preschool education".
4. The Board of Education of the Sovetsky District Administration together with
educational institution "Center "Sozvezdiye" named after I.T. Grishin the Colonel-General and
the Hero of the Soviet Union" (hereinafter – the "Center "Sozvezdiye") for the purpose of
formation of ecological culture, attraction of the attention of children and adolescents to the
modern ecological situation and existing problems of ecological safety carried out the following
events:
- Ecological and creative contest program "3-G Ecology". Each school delegation was
invited to join eco-stations "Passengers of Green Carousel", "There is No Replacement Planet"
and eco-workshops "Throw the life buoy to the nature", "Kaleidoscope of ecological surprises".
For 30 minutes, the children could prepare presentation on environment protection, make the
environmental wall newspapers, produce the handicrafts and toys from junk material, and
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demonstrate their mental horizons in the interactive quiz by various areas of ecology, zoology,
botany, local history.
- Cognitive-role-playing game on the local ground "Discover the treasure island", where
the pupils of the environmental associations of the "Center "Sozvezdiye" arrived at the various
stations and performed tasks on an ecological theme.
- Participation in the International Youth Ecological Forum "One Planet - One Future".
The pupils of the environmental associations of the "Center "Sozvezdiye" became the winners in
the nomination "The most active participant of the press-center", "The most active member of
the forum".
- Organization and conduction of the district contest for design of the emblem for
ecological marathon "My Yugra - My Planet". The contest received 27 works.
- Participation in the District-wide contest for the title of "Young ecologist".
- Participation in the annual inter-district rally of school forestries and environmental
associations.
- The educational institutions carried out the contest of drawings "The World of the
Reserved Nature", "Save our Earth", contest of flyers "The Reserved Nature without fire",
environmental quiz "Earth is a Living Planet", and it was organized the show of social videos
"Save the Nature by own good works" among children of the senior preschool age.
47 environmental education events were carried out as a part of the Action in the
Sovetsky District, which was attended by over 8,000 people, 6,000 of which were children,
adolescents and young people.
Within the framework of environmental protection events, it was carried out the Saturday
volunteer cleanup events for cleaning debris and landscaping, labor landings, forest planting,
greening works:
1. In order to revive the traditions in the field of education of the labor and environmental
culture among residents of the Sovetsky District, it was held the following events:
- The campaign "Clean Forest" – cleanup industrial and domestic waste from the
territories of Samzassky, Zelenoborsky, Torsky and Kartopsky district forestries.
- The campaign "Green Patrol" - cleaning the territory of the administrative building of
the public institution of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra " Sovetsky Leskhoz".
- The campaign "Clean Town" - cleaning the forest belt in the town park of culture and
rest in the Sovetsky settlement.
- The Saturday volunteer cleanup events on the territory of urban and rural settlements of
the Sovetsky District.
- The campaign "For clean yard" - cleaning and landscaping the territory of the municipal
institution "Inter-settlement library of the Sovetsky District".
- Eco-volunteer cleanup event "Clean banks for Konda River" - cleanup the domestic
waste from the recreation areas, located on the banks of the Konda River.
2. In order to increase the quality level of landscaping the Sovetsky District, to create the
conditions for formation of active citizenship position, environmental and aesthetic education of
the population through their active participation in the landscaping and gardening territory, it
was performed the following types of work:
- Supplement of the arboretum plot with the "Victory Forest".
- Spring Arbor Days. Planting of Siberian cedar pines, rowan trees, acacias, birches,
spruces was performed on the territory of kindergartens, "Luchik”, “Rosinka”, and "Berezka".
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- Replenishment of cedar garden in Kartopsky district forestry.
- All-Russian Forest Planting Day. Planting of lilacs was performed on the territory of the
settlement of Alyabevsky, replenishment of the Victory Park Spruce alley at the entrance to the
settlement with new spruces.
5,656 people were involved in the environmental events, 2,934 of which were children,
teenagers and young adults.
All events were carried out in the framework of the Action and widely covered by the
local media. Some television program "Pulse of Time" went on the air, which showed the videos
by the main events of the Action, the articles were published in the local newspaper "Pervaya
Sovetskaya", the information as placed on the website of the Sovetsky District administration.
Despite of the changeable weather conditions, the difficult economic situation, workload
of the school and college graduates, the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve" was conducted at the proper level with good performance.
Surgut City
Formation of ecological culture among the younger generation in a
growing environmental crisis is an urgent task of modern education. It is well
known that the process of environmental education should start from preschool age, but at the same time the continuity of this process, it is the most
important condition for formation and maintenance of ecological culture of
society as a whole. In this connection, the municipal formation urban District
city of Surgut traditionally scheduled events within the framework of the annual Action "To
Save and To Preserve".
40 educational organizations with more than 45,000 pupils held thematic lessons on
theme: “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!”. During preparation to this event, the educational
institutions held the contests of drawings "My Yugra - My Planet!", "Take care of the Earth!", "I
am the Best Ecologist", quizzes for the title of the best connoisseur of environmental issues. Coorganizers of the thematic lessons were representatives of the municipal educational institution
“Station of young naturalists”, the Board for Use of Natural Resources and Environment,
members of the city children's public movement "Young ecologists of Surgut".
In 2016, the events on sanitary cleanup and beautification of city territories were
performed according to the Decree of the Surgut City Administration as of April 19, 2016 under
No. 2937 "On conduction of the city-wide campaign "Clean City" in the period from April 25 to
June 25, 2016".
More than 30 Saturday volunteer cleanup events were organized and conducted within
two months due to joint efforts of labor activists and social collectives of organizations of all
forms of ownership, territorial public self-governments, representatives of the City
Administration, proactive and not indifferent residents. The public organizations, political
parties, city youth associations, city Duma deputies actively participated in the campaign. In
addition, the Saturday volunteer cleanup events were attended by large enterprises, such as
"Surgutneftegas" OJSC, "Gazprom Transgaz Surgut" LLC, "Gazprom perersbotka" LLC,
"Tyumenenergo" OJSC, "Tyumen Energy Retail Company" OJSC.
Thanks to the coordinated work of all participants, the following city public areas were
tidied up: streets and avenues, parks and squares, adjacent territories, embankments, as well as
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garden and cottage cooperatives. As a result, the action was attended by more than 12,000
people.
As a result of a citywide campaign "Clean City", it was cleaned 688 hectares of city areas
and more than 2568 m3 of debris were removed.
It should be noted that such format of the Saturday volunteer cleanup event attracted
more number of people to the environmental protection problems and, consequently, to idy up a
large area of the city.
The following saplings were planted in the city of Surgut as part of the All-Russian
campaign "National Forest Planting Day" and the District-wide campaign "Arbor Days":
- Pupils of the secondary school No. 10 planted 10 bushes of lilac, 10 shadbushes, 10
bushes of Tartarian honeysuckle, 16 rowan trees;
- To prevent the damage of lawns along the roads, in May, it was performed works on
creation of a hedge of willow bushes in the following areas: on the Mira street - 161 pcs, on the
Boulevard Svobody - 206 pcs, on the 30 Let Pobedy street - 117 pcs, in a small park in the 30
Let Pobedy street - 150 pcs.
On May 23, 2016, the city campaign "Alley of Graduates - 2016" was held in the small
park "Molodezhny". The campaign was organized by the Board for Use of Natural Resources
and Environment in conjunction with the Department of Education of the City Administration in
order to form a tree-planting tradition by graduates of educational institutions in the socially
important facilities. During the campaign, it was planted chokeberry saplings in the amount of 20
pieces.
In 2016, the planting trees was attended by about 64 best graduates of the 32 secondary
educational institutions of Surgut. It was the high achievers and record-setters in study, winners
of the District-wide and All-Russian contests, active participants of social initiatives "Growing
Together", "We are United by Victory", "Roads of War" and others, commanders of the militarypatriotic associations, chairmen of the school self-government bodies, winners of school,
municipal , regional and All-Russian contests, sports competitions.
The participants of the District-wide eco-volunteer teams became more than 600 students,
teachers, and parents (legal representatives).
Every year, in the city of Surgut, on June 12, within the framework of the International
Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" the Board for Use of Natural Resources and
Environment of the Surgut City Administration organized an environmental event "Day of
refusal of motor vehicles".
The large-scale environmental campaign took place in the bike ride format. The event
was attended by a record number of biker and skaters, only about 600 people.
Participants of the bike ride traveled as a part of column on Lenin Avenue to the theater
of Surgut State University, calling the residents to abandon vehicles, protecting the natural
environment against the exhaust gases. The activists of city youth project "Volunteer of Surgut"
participated in formation and coordination bike ride column. The Board for Use of Natural
Resources and Environment of the City Administration organized distribution of T-shirts, caps
and stickers with the logo of the Action.
The purpose of the event was achieved: the number of the bike ride participants increases
every year, the whole families could be seen in the bike ride column! Through this example, the
parents showed to children that there is not only a healthy lifestyle, it is a care of the
environment!
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During the period from March 30 to June 1, 2016, more than 40,000 representatives of
municipal education system became the participants of the ecological marathon "My Yugra - My
Planet".
May 23 – 26, it was conducted cognitive-game program "Our Home is the Earth!", during
which the participants had an opportunity to see a fragment of the documentary movie "Birth of
the Earth" and a number of other short environmentally-oriented films, as well as to participate
in the entertaining master class on manufacture of miniature copies of the Earth planet using
decoupage technique.
One of the stages of the annual marathon has become an intellectual contest "Eco-storm"
among the pupils of grades 5-8. 108 pupils from 12 educational institutions have shown a decent
knowledge in the field of ecology, biology, and environmental protection.
A permanent exhibition "Flora and fauna of Surgut region" is located on the territory of
the Historical and Cultural Center "Old Surgut". The House of Nature presented a botanical
collection of rare and Red Data Book plants. Here you can see the animal world, as well as the
remains of a woolly rhinoceros, mammoth, ancient deer and wild horses. There are unique
photos and videos on the colorful wildlife of our region made in wild conditions by the
researchers of the Nature Reserve "Yugansky". The exposition is constantly updated and
expanded; exhibitions of photographs took place in collaboration with educational institutions,
public city organizations and artists.
Surgut District
656 events with the participation of 37,734 people were conducted on
the district territory and dedicated to the Action.
The solemn opening ceremony of the Action in the district territory
took place on May 16. The opening was carried out on the territory of
historical and cultural center "Barsova Mountain" of the urban settlement
Barsovo. The opening event was attended by representatives of the Surgut
and Yugansk forestries, Surgut Board of the Federal Service for Supervision of Natural
Resources of Yugra, the Council of Veterans of the Surgut District, Surgut City Administration
and Duma, Barsovo Settlement Administration and Duma, Board for Social Security of Surgut
City and Surgut District, historical and cultural center "Barsova Mountain", youth environmental
associations, school and pre- school forestries, and urban and rural settlement of the district.
The Heads of the district, representatives of the environmental protection bodies and the
Council of Veterans of the Surgut District, Surgut City Administration and Duma, Barsovo
Settlement Administration and Duma, Board for Social Security of Surgut City and Surgut
District, historical and cultural center "Barsova Mountain", school and pre- school forestries
addressed to the participants of the opening ceremony of the Action with greetings.
Teams of settlements presented their identity cards in form of short speeches.
During the opening ceremony of the Action, it was carried out landscaping of the central
area of Barsovo urban settlement, delegates from each settlements planted own rowan tree in the
memory of the opening ceremony.
Greening events were held in all settlements of the District.
So, settlement of Bely Yar conducted 34 events on settlement landscaping, members of
association "Young ecologist" and senior schoolers took an active part in the campaign "Alley of
graduates", it was grown up around 7,000 roots of flower crops, which were planted on the
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school grounds; the campaigns "Grow the seedlings", "Memory Lane", "Family Tree", "The best
flower bed", "The Most Comfortable Courtyard" and others.
School forestries of the District held the events "The Native Land - the Gold Cradle",
"Who cares of the soil, the soil reward triply", "Who cares of the soil, the soil feeds them",
"There is no bad soil, there are bad farmers".
The All-Russian campaigns "Clean Banks", as well as campaigns "Clean Yard", "My
Clean Home - Yugra", "Clean Forest" were performed on the territory of the District.
During the Saturday volunteer cleanup events, 943.27 hectares of the territory were
cleaned and 2,156 m2 of waste were transported to the landfill.
Volunteers carried out the cleanup of the banks of the Ob River, Trom-Agan River, Big
Yugan River, Saygatinskaya Protoka and other water bodies in the District.
The settlement of Russkinskaya held the campaign "Clean Banks". It collected 12 m3 of
household waste. It was conducted the contest of environmental leaflets and campaign
"Batteries, Give Up!".
It was conducted excursion in the Museum of Man and Nature named after A.P.
Yadroshnikov. The pupils of Russkinskaya school manufactured the birdhouses, which were
installed on the trees in the Park Pobedy.
The settlements of the District carried out the Saturday volunteer cleanup events on
cleaning the territory to the May 1, Victory Day, Children's Day under the slogan "We are for
Clean Village", "Clean City - Green Planet", "Cleanup of the Victory", "Cleanliness and comfort
live nearby".
The District schools held the environmental Saturday volunteer cleanup events "Clean
Yard", "Clean Settlement", "Green Spring 2016". The school forestries cleaned the cedar
gardens, green and recreation zones.
16,472 people participated in the events on cleaning and gardening the settlements of the
District.
430 events of environmental education and enlightenment direction took place.
The District Administration conducted the children and youth creativity contest "Ecology
through the eyes of children". The contest received 250 works (221 in the nomination "Picture"
and 29 in the nomination "Photo"). The age of participants in three age groups ranged from 6 to
17 years old. Diplomas and memorable gifts awarded to the winners. All participants received a
participant certificate and gift. The best works are presented in the exhibition in the building of
the District Administration.
During April and May 2015, school forestries of the District held 18 lessons on forestry
and forest inventory.
It was conducted the tours with elements of research work "Assessment of soil
pollution", "Care of Forest. Role of Insects for Man and Nature", "Diversity of medicinal plants
of the native land", "Who lives here?", "Birds are our friends", the excursions was attended by
pupils of grades 5-6 (283 people), pupils of the kindergarten (960 people) (municipal educational
institution "Lyaminskaya Secondary School", 8 pre-school educational institutions).
A major center of environmental education in the District is Yugansky State Nature
Reserve. During the Action, the Nature Reserve held the Open Day, during which the visitors
could get acquainted with the wildlife of the District.
Specialists of the regional public organization of hunters and fishermen of KhantyMansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra held an event to improve the conditions of waterfowl
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nesting, they manufactured the installation of artificial nests (hollow nests), repaired and
replaced the worn-out nests. 4,237 nests were installed. It was made an analysis of occupancy of
artificial nests (hollow nests). 439 hollow nests were tested, 261 of which were occupied, i.e.
59.5%. This year, 237 hollow nests were manufactured and installed.
Trom-Agan settlement held the event "My Yugra - My Planet!" with participation of 25
people.
In the Action events was attended by over 19 thousand children, teenagers, students and
young workers.
Pupils of Saygatinskaya Secondary School took part in the International Youth
Ecological Forum "One Planet - One Future!". The certificates of participants were issued.
Master class on making Christmas toys for the Cool Christmas Tree of unconventional
materials took place.
The environmental education campaigns and projects "Beautification of the school
territory", "Cleanliness save the world", "Fight Vandalism", "World Earth Day".
Environmental quizzes "Do you know the Yugra land?", "Environmental traffic light",
"We are the masters of our nature".
Environmental campaign "Water droplet is worth its weight in gold", "Clean Forest",
"Clean Village", "Labor Teams", "Green Cinema", "Green April", "Let’s do it together!".
Environmental flash mob: "Schooler! Fire is the enemy of our forests, be very careful",
"Protect forest against fire" dedicated to the All-Russian environmental campaign "Protect forest
against fire!".
Environmental lessons "Nature of our region", " World around us", "Rules of conduct in
the forest", "Come into the forest with friend", "The Red Data Book of plants and animals of the
Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra".
Excursions with elements of the research work "Assessment of soil pollution", "Care of
Forest. Role of Insects for Man and Nature", "Diversity of medicinal plants of the native land",
"Who lives here?", "Birds are our friends".
Educational programs: "From the green world life", "Let’s give the globe to the
children", "Whence came the notebook", "Bird Trouble", "Green Chain", "In cooperation with
the nature".
Exhibitions: "World of nature through the eyes of children", "Green Yugra - Healthy
Planet", "Miracles of forest gifts", "Bird canteen", "Let’s read the smart books and respect for
the nature".
Contests of drawings: "Take care of the Earth, take care of ...", "Earth - our beautiful
planet", "Ecology and we", contest of drawing on the asphalt.
Theatre performances, plays, game programs: "How to save the planet", "I grew up here
and I love my native land" and "Ecological route".
The booklets "By reserved trails", cards "Feed the birds in winter", "Water is a life-giving
source", "Earth Day", a monthly newspaper "The sun walks in a circle" were distributed in the
settlement of the District.
The events were actively covered by the media.
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Uray Town
Start the action is devoted to the "Spring Arbor Day" held on May
12. On this day, on the bank of Konda River in the area of "Victory Forest"
planted in 2015 it was laid a park of 125 pines, called "Park of Childhood".
The Saturday volunteer cleanup event preceded the opening of the
Action. During such Saturday volunteer cleanup event As part of the work
day was removed
The bank area of Konda River and Kolosya River were cleaned from
debris and willow and 26 cubic meters of garbage were transported to the city landfill. The dead
trees were replaced in the "Victory Forest".
As part of the Action, the municipality was involved in national and District-wide events
and events. Thus, in the framework of the "All-Russian Forest Planting Day" 198 flowering trees
(lilac, bird cherry, apple, etc.) were planted in the territory of the municipality.
The bulk of the events of the Action took place in the city educational institution.
Throughout the Action, the pupils of kindergartens, schools, the "Center for supplementary
education", their parents and teachers took part in an environmentally-oriented events:
intellectual games and contests, various environmental campaigns, master classes, thematic class
hours, discussions, tours and exhibitions of drawings.
The event was held for the purpose to form ecological culture among the younger
generation, to educate active life position in solving the environmental problems among the
children and adolescents, to generalize the experience in environmental education of the
educational institutions.
More than 50 graduates of educational institutions No. 4, No. 5 and No. 12 have taken
part in the "Alley of graduates" and planted 10 saplings of birch, 19 saplings of bird cherry and
12 saplings of lilac.
Also the kindergartens and schools conducted the following events:
- Cognitive and game program "Alphabet of Yugra forest";
- Contest of presentations "Disappearing beauty";
- Club of the Funny and Inventive "Water of life";
- Campaign "Forest pharmacy";
- Campaign "City. Garden";
- Propaganda group "Save Yugra blue and green";
- Campaign "Protect the forest against fire";
- Marathon "Secrets of Yugra nature", etc.
Participation in the international, national, District-wide events:
Pupils of the children's school of arts took part in the international children's and youth
contest of graphic works "Everything is blue, everything is green" in the city of Torun, Poland
(20 works were sent) and in the international exhibition-contest "White Crow" city of Saratov
(10 works were sent) - results will be announced in the 3rd quarter of 2016. Employees of the
municipal institution "Youth Center" sent the applications to participate in the city contest "City
of Flowers" and to participate in the District-wide contest "The most green and cozy courtyard".
The environmental education of the population is one of the events of cultural institutions
and institutions for supplementary education in the field of culture.
Every year, in May and June, the staff conducted a variety of events within the
framework of the Action.
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In 2016, within the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save
and To Preserve", the following events took place in the Museum of history of the Uray town:
- Environmental quiz "We are friends of nature!";
- Informative quiz "Rookery";
- Mobile photo exhibition "What a wonderful world".
"- On June 02 and 03, the Museum held 3 environmental quizzes "We are friends of
nature!", and, on June 07, 2 cognitive quizzes "Rookery", which participants were the pupils
town the summer camp "Planet of Childhood".
At the beginning of the environmental quiz "We are friends of nature" the anchorperson
and children talked about the IEA "To Save and To Preserve", about meaning of these words,
and about what should make each of us in order to save and to preserve our nature, animals,
birds, insects inhabiting the Earth. And the children discussed the ecological situation of our
region, because about 60% of oil in Russia are produced in our District, in this connection, the
fragile northern nature has vastly overload. Next, the children were offered to divide into teams
and to carry out the tasks and come up the name of the team.
Teams were offered to answer the environmental blitz-questions, play a game
"Environmental traffic light", to solve correctly the environmental situation and to recall the
rules of conduct in the forest. At the end of the quiz, the team players with the greater number of
tokens received small prizes.
During the cognitive quiz "Rookery", the children could show their knowledge about the
birds of our District, answering the questions, learn and identify the voices of birds, talk about
the importance of each person's actions in the preservation of our planet. In a playful manner the
guys are not only remembered their knowledge about the nature of the region, but also received
the new one.
These events visited 91 people, including 86 children.
The cultural events for children taking place in the museum bring the respect for the
natural environment, the diversity of its life forms; cultivate the ecological morality among the
younger generation. The ultimate goal of the environmentally-oriented events is to create
conditions for the development of the valuable relation to the nature and its resources and
conscious respect for the natural obtained resources among children.
Also, during the Action, the Museum performed the mobile exhibition "What a
Wonderful World", which was held in the cultural center "Youth of Shaim" from May 14 to May
20. The exhibition presents 12 works of the Uray artist G.L. Vysochkina.
Works made with oil pains on cardboard. The painting depicts the nature of the North
End.
Each of the works reveals in its own way the world of nature, which is full of harmony,
life and creation.
806 people, including 400 children visited the exhibition in May.
Environmental education of children and adults is an urgent problem of the present time:
only environmentally-oriented outlook, ecological culture of living people can bring the Earth
from the disastrous state, in which it remains today. Therefore, the museum employees take part
in the environmental education of the population, conducting annual exhibitions and various
cultural events.
As a result of the Action - from May 12 to June 07, the Uray Museum conducted 6 events
(1 exhibition and 5 cultural events), which were attended by 897 people, including 486 children.
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In total, the Action included 105 environmental protection and environmental education
events.
The main part of events focused on children and adolescents, because the propaganda of
ecological culture, education of respect for nature, formation of outlook of children and
adolescents in accordance with the principles of respect for the natural resources - these are the
main objectives of the Action "To Save and To Preserve".
During the Action, the municipality's territory was landscaped with 410 trees, 60 bushes
and about 92,000 flowers. The area of greened space amounted to more than 37 hectares.
Total, the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve" was
attended by 4091 people, 3,130 of which were children, teenagers, students and working youth.

Khanty-Mansiysk City
Each year, educational institutions of Khanty-Mansiysk city are
actively involved in the events within the framework of International
Ecological Action "To Save and To Preserve". Also during the year, each
secondary and pre-school educational institutions of the city performs the
events to raise environmentally conscious and conscious citizens.
In 2016, total coverage of the event participants was 6,510 people,
5,727 of which are children, teenagers and young adults.
The large scale city event covering all the educational space of the city is the Annual City
Decade "Spring and birds" held within the framework of the International Ecological Action.
There are environmental education events and creative contests during 10 days. The creative
contests on environmental issues and the campaign "Welcome the birds" were designated for the
younger children and the contest-conference of research works and intellectual game "Feathered
connoisseurs" were performed for the senior schoolers. In 2016, the decade events were attended
more than 500 children and about 1,000 local people.
The city schoolers are the participants and winners of the regional contest of
environmental leaflets "Let’s Preserve the Nature and Culture of the Peoples of Yugra", which is
held for the purpose to cultivate the ecological culture among the students and schoolers in the
process of artistic creation. In 2016, the contest was attended by 82 pupils, 31 of which became
the winners of the municipal stage, and 5 pupils became the winners of the regional stage.
District-wide environmental marathon "My Yugra-My Planet" united in its events over
1,000 pupils and residents. Scientific and practical conference for young naturalists "I want to
know everything!", city contest of propaganda teams "Eco- Objective", the V-th city contest of
clothes for animals "Shaggy Chic" are environmentally-oriented events.
The Saturday volunteer cleanup events and campaigns on cleanup forests and parks, as
well as greening the school grounds are an integral part of the environmental work in the city. In
the spring of 2016, schoolchildren planted about 24,000 plants, namely flowers, bushes, trees.
Basically, it's a rowan trees, lilacs, cedars, Astilbe. The main part of planting was carried out
within the framework of the District-wide campaign "Alley of graduates".
The All-Russian environmental Saturday volunteer cleanup event "Green Spring - 2016"
and District-wide event "My Clean Home - Yugra" was attended by the children, adolescents,
young people and parents to perform garbage collection. It was performed more than 40 runs for
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cleaning the surrounding territories of educational institutions, as well as in parks and green
alleys.
2,005 people, 1,589 of which were pupils of city kindergartens and schools, actively
participated in the planting trees and tidying up the allocated territories.
May 12-16, for the 8th time, the Khanty-Mansiysk city hosted the participants of the
International Youth Ecological Forum "One Planet - One Future". This year, forum took place at
the hotel complex "Yugra Valley". It was attended by 124 people from near and far abroad
(Slovenia, Finland, Bulgaria, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Armenia, Belarus), from various Russian
subjects (Sakha Republic, Voronezh Oblast, Sverdlovsk Oblast, Moscow, Tomsk, Omsk,
Krasnodar), the municipalities of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District - Yugra also
participated in the forum. Aysatova Alisa, Ruslan Usmanov, Aleksandr Denisov Pupils of grade
10 of the educational institution Secondary School No. 2. defended the honor of the city and
during four days they actively participated in the contest, cultural and leisure, excursion, game,
sports and creative events.
June 1 – 5, Khanty-Mansiysk city hosted the XX-th International Ecological TV Festival
"To Save and To Preserve". At the end of the contest, the schoolers of the educational institution
Secondary School No. 2 received Diplomas of the XX-th International Ecological TV Festival
"To Save and To Preserve". The winner in the age category of 10-14 years old became the
Authors’ Team of the Creative Department of the Children's School of Arts and Crafts in
Khanty-Mansiysk city for the cartoon "Green Fairy Tale" (project manager - Alfira Pisarenko).
Laureate Diploma was awarded to Elizaveta Miller (TV and Radio Company "Yugra", KhantyMansiysk city) for the movie "Protect the environment".
Within the framework of the international campaign "March for Parks - 2016" for the
first time the pupils of the municipal budget institution "Station of young naturalists" took part in
the Interregional youth scientific - practical conference "Live Earth is a Living Soul", which was
held from May 30 to June 1, 2016 in Sovetsky town based on the District-level Natural Park
"Kondinskiye Lakes". The young naturalists introduced the 6 scientific - research papers to
defense, four of which were invited to full-time participation. The Bolshakova’s work awarded
the Winner Diploma.
The All-Russia contest of youth research works named after V.I. Vernadsky took place in
April. The main task of the contest is a creative development of young researchers. Kalimullina
Alisa and Reblian Mariya, the pupils of the station for young naturalists of Khanty-Mansiysk
city, were invited to participate in the second round of Vernadsky Readings. The participation
resulted in 2 First Class Diplomas.
XXIV-th city open ecological conference of senior schoolers is dedicated to the 85th
anniversary of the Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous District – Yugra and is carried out within the
framework of the Action "To Save and To Preserve". The event was held in the form of
conference for senior schoolers of the city educational institutions. This year, the conference was
declared as open one, that’s why, the pupils from Nefteyugansk city and Gornopravdinsk
settlement participate in it.
The major innovation of this year was holding of the training workshop "Modern
methods and means of school environmental research in the natural environment", where the
issues of organizing and conducting educational and research work of pupils were considered in
the form of free discussion, modern methods of instrumental physical and chemical monitoring
the environment quality were demonstrated and practically tested, methods of biological analysis
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of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, methods for describing the structure of biotic communities,
statistical analysis of environmental data and building the pollution maps were presented. The
conference was attended by over 70 people, including senior schoolers and teachers.
On April 15, the International Ecological Knowledge Day, it was stated the Regional
Environmental Watch in Yugra.
The Khanty-Mansiysk city schools and kindergartens held this day events for children open lessons on theme "Teach the Adult Love the Nature”, extracurricular lessons "Commoner
says ..." (Barry Commoner - a famous American environmentalist popularized the doctrine of the
environment preservation). Such lessons were attended by over 1,500 children of the city.
For many years, participation in environmentally-oriented contests, actions, conferences
helps children and adults to be creative, to show professionalism and civil position in addressing
the conservation and enhancement of the unique natural resources of the Khanty-Mansiysk
Autonomous District - Yugra. The environmental protection measures in the territory of our
municipal formation is not limited to a rigid timetable of the Action "To Save and To Preserve",
and carried out all year round.
Khanty-Mansiysk District
In the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action
"To Save and To Preserve", the pupils of educational institutions of the
District participated in numerous contests of drawings, photographs,
handicrafts made of natural material, environmentally-oriented
exhibitions and performances, theatrical performances, quizzes, concerts,
game programs. Each year, pupils and teachers participate in the AllRussian Scientific-Practical Conference "Environmental education and
enlightenment for sustainable development" with preparation of reports
and presentations by the teachers of institutions for supplementary educational town theme of
environmental education, enlightenment and awareness.
On May 26, 2016, the general educational institutions of the Khanty-Mansiysk District
held a solemn opening ceremony of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve", which was attended by 1,834 students.
The 23 educational institutions of the Khanty-Mansiysk District held a common lesson
“Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!”. At preparation and performance of events, it was used
the resources of institutions of culture (libraries, museums). It was used the methodical
guidelines to assist in preparation and performance of events. Some presentation materials were
used during the lesson. The lesson was conducted in various forms - discussions, games, surveys,
quizzes, etc. The lesson was attended by pupils of grade 1-11 in the amount of 1,968 people.
Students of educational institutions of the Khanty-Mansiysk District took part in the
following contests / campaigns:
Environmental marathon "My Yugra - My Planet!". The environmental marathon
took place in the educational institutions of the Khanty-Mansiysk District in order to form
ecological culture among the younger generation of the Khanty Mansiysk District - Yugra.
Various events were carried out in the framework of the environmental marathon. The marathon
was attended by pupils of general educational institutions and pupils of educational institutions
for supplementary education in the amount of 968 people.
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The campaign "Alley of Graduates". The campaign was attended by graduates of grade
9 - 192 persons, graduates of grade 11 - 96 people. The number of trees planted – 288 pcs.
Environmental schooler cleanup event. Pupils of 23 general educational institutions
participated in the labor days: Saturday volunteer cleanup events on cleaning the territories of
rural settlements, ecological trails; bank line areas, school territories (garbage collection,
whitewash the trunks of trees, planting trees, bushes, flowers, spruces) . Attendance of pupils –
1,897 people.
All-Russian Forest Planting Day. 922 pupils of the general educational institutions of
the District took part in the planting the young saplings. In order to raise awareness of the
younger generation to environmental issues, education of careful attitude to nature, the
organizations of the Khanty-Mansiysk District held the district environmental campaigns:
"Batteries, Give Up!" "The Second Life of Waste Paper".
Pupils of grade 2-9 of the general educational institutions took part in two environmental
classes held by the Interregional Environmental public institution EKA within the framework of
the II-nd All-Russian Educational Project "Mobile Technology for Environment" at the initiative
of the All-Russian Green Movement ECA.
The pupils actively participated in the Environmental Watch events. Coverage of pupils
was 100%. The planned events were also attended by pupils of pre-school institutions of the
Khanty-Mansiysk District.
Yugorsk Town
Within the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action
"To Save and To Preserve", 449 environmental education and environmental
protection events with a total of 20,049 people were held in the town of
Yugorsk.
Opening ceremony of the Action was held in the auditorium of the
municipal budgetary general education institution "Secondary School No. 5".
The ceremony of awarding prizes to the winners of the District-wide
contest "My Yugra - My Planet!" took place on the day of the Action opening.
Active participants of the youth center "Helios" within the framework of the international
campaigns "March for Parks", in order to preserve the soil from pollution and littering, careful
attitude to it, the leaflets about waste paper and plastic collection and memos on how to keep the
town clean were distributed between the participants. Within the campaign, youth center
"Helios" held a town selfie contest "Clean City", the most important of which was the condition
for selfie- photo before and selfie-photo after cleaning (landscaping) the area.
In order to attract public attention to environmental issues, it was organized a traditional
junk material contest among the students of educational institutions. The participants of contest
demonstrated their creativity and aesthetic taste. The costumes were made of plastic bags, plastic
bottles, foil, tape, paper and other junk material.
On the opening day of the Action, the educational institutions of Yugorsk town held
common lessons and events on the theme “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!”. In total, the
Action included 39 events (lessons - presentations, drawing contests, environmental games,
landscaping), which was attended by 1,217 people.
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The educational institutions conducted the lessons "Keepers of water" in the form of
game-contest between senior schoolers, an exhibition of creative works "Earth Day", as well as
production of leaflets "Protect the planet - it's your home!" took place.
The contest "Protect the environment!" took place among the pupils of grades 1-4. An
exhibition of creative works "I and the world around me" organized for the pupils of grades 1-9.
The kindergarten conducted the poster contest "Protecting forests against fire", which
was attended by 490 people. Contests of handicrafts from junk material “Second Life of
unnecessary things" and the contest of environmental photography were successfully conducted.
Teachers of preschool groups of the educational institution "Gymnasium" organized a
contest of design projects "Eco-town", which participants were children of middle and senior
school age. An interactive game "Saving the planet Earth" took place.
The Central Town Library conducted an active work on environmental education using
both traditional and innovative forms of work, organized interesting public events: exhibitions,
festivals, presentations, contests. A game "Live Earth!" was devoted to the Day of environmental
education within the framework of the Action "To Save and To Preserve". The game was carried
out with the regard of the announced Nature Reserve Year in 2017 in the Russian Federation in
connection with anniversary of the first country's National Nature Reserve (Barguzinsky).
On the International Day of Biological Diversity (flora and fauna of the Earth), the
central town library with the participation of members of the club "Academy of Success"
conducted the event “Save the tree, river, flower, garden!". The event aimed at landscaping thr
library alley and planting the flowers.
Within the framework of the Action "To Save and To Preserve", municipal institution
"Museum of History and Ethnography" organized the traditional children's festival of indigenous
peoples "Vurschih-Hatle - Wagtail Day" in the Yugorsk town park. The performances of pupils
of kindergartens of the Yugorsk town were the decoration of the concert. They are with all the
immediacy, openness and sincerity read the poems and danced. The members of the theater
studio "Surprise" showed the story in Khanty language "Wagtail Bird".
The municipal institution "Museum of History and Ethnography” created a natural block
for fishing on the Ess River in the open-air museum "Suevatpaul".
This exposition object was created for environmental education events. Based on this
example, it reveals respect for the nature of the indigenous population of our region.
The Children and Youth Center "Prometheus" organized the following events for senior
schoolers: district contest of souvenirs, handicrafts and leaflets for the campaign "March for
Parks".
Within the framework of the XIV-th International Ecological Action "To Save and To
Preserve", greening of the town of Yugorsk performed by the following institutions and
companies: "Customer Service" JSC, municipal institution "Town Forestry", institution
"Ecologist".
During the campaign, 223,000 pieces of flower seedlings were planted. Area of green
territory was 26.2 hectares.
As part of the campaign "All-Russian Forest Planting Day" under the auspices of the
"Victory Forest", the Town Mayor determined the most active participants of the "Victory Forest
-2015" and presented letters of appreciation. A waltz performed by the Lyceum graduates was a
gift to the participants of the event.
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Junior and senior schoolers and employees of the Department for Youth Initiatives of
"Gazpromtransgaz Yugorsk" LLC planted 71 trees (birches and pines) in the streets and
courtyards of the town. During the campaign, the senior schoolers performed landscaping "Alley
of the dead pilots" of the military unit Yugorsk-2.
In the town of Yugorsk within the framework of the Action "To Save and To Preserve", it
was held the campaign "Arbor Days" and event "Alley of graduates!". Organizations and
individual entrepreneurs, schools and kindergartens, as well as guests and residents of the town
were involved into the planting trees.
Employees of the Department for Communication Service of "Gazprom transgaz
Yugorsk" LLC planted over 30 saplings of cherry trees, shadbushes and lilacs after demolition of
dilapidated buildings in the area adjacent to a branch office.
During the period of the Action, 923 trees and bushes were planted.
Department of Environmental Protection of "Gazprom transgaz Yugorsk" LLC released
more than ten thousand peleds into the Arantur Lake on June 5, 2016 on the World Environment
Day. This event was attended by the employees of "Gazpromtransgaz Yugorsk" LLC, students
G.F. Atyaksheva Lyceum and rehabilitation center inmates.
During the Action, the traditional Saturday volunteer cleanup events were conducted to
clean up the town territories, where 12,570 people took part. During the District-wide Saturday
volunteer cleanup event "My clean home - Yugra", it was carried out sanitary cleaning the town
forests from domestic and industrial waste, cleaning up derelict areas, garbage collection in the
territory of the forest and park areas, Saturday volunteer cleanup events on the basis of
educational institutions within the framework of the school campaign "Clean yard".
The entrepreneurs and activists of the charity fund "Ugorsk without drugs" performed the
event "Clean Forest" in order to attract attention to the keeping the cleanliness and tidiness in the
forests. The campaign participant have shown the right example of respect for the forest and
collected more than 25 bags of garbage in the forest area in the Finnish sector.
More than 80 institutions, enterprises and organizations of all forms of ownership were
involved into Saturday volunteer cleanup event for sanitary clean-up of the town. An allocated
area (streets, districts, industrial parks, town forests) has been fixed for each institution,
enterprise, organization.
The municipal institution "Helios" formed the youth labor groups, which performed daily
clean-up of the town, held events for town beautification, as well as it was organized collection
of waste paper at population within the framework of campaign "Waste paper give up". The
volume of the collected raw materials for the period of the campaign amounted to 0.2 tons.
The total amount of exported and recycled waste was 2,145 m3.
Closing ceremony of the XIV-th International Action "To Save and To Preserve" took
place on May 3, 2016 on the territory of the Central Culture and Recreation Park "Attraction".
The event was attended by inmates of the camps Yugorsk town educational institutions.
At the beginning of the event, it was awarded the diplomas according to the results of the
District-wide contest of environmental leaflets.
Employees of Children and Youth Center "Prometheus" organized a theatrical
performance "The Book of Masters". Following the performance, the children took part in the
ecological game "The path of goodness". Passing "The paths of goodness" the team captains
gathered a magic spell, which proved to be the motto “Preserve soil - Save life on the Earth!” of
the XIV-th International Ecological Action" To Save and To Preserve".
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Within the framework of the XIV-th IEA "To Save and To Preserve", the information and
enlightenment campaign were conducted by TV company "Nord" and "Ugorsk-TV", as well as
the town newspaper "Ugorsky Vestnik". Information about events conducted within the
framework of the Action was also posted on the official website of the town administration.
Within the framework of the Action "To Save and To Preserve", it was produced two
banners with symbols of the Action, and one banner dedicated to the Ecology Year 2017. It was
published memos, booklets about the campaign, leaflets and flyers with explanatory and
propaganda information.
It is worth noting that the Yugorsk town was the winner among other towns and cities in
the District-wide contest "The Best Environment-Oriented Municipality of Khanty-Mansiysk
Autonomous District – Yugra".
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